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ABSTRACT

Aerid Trianboulation (AT) has been used for mapping purposes for a long time to provide
3 0 coordinates of object points on the ground. This technique uses series of overlapping

photographs, and some control points, in order to establish the relationship between the
image coordinate system and object coordinate system. In the pmcess of bundle block
adjustment, image coordinate observations and coordinates of the ground controI points

are simultaneously adjusted and the exterior orientation parameters, as well as the gound
coordinates of al1 tie and pass points, are estimated. One of the biggest challenges in AT
is to reduce the number of control points. One effective way is to directly masure the

exterior orientation parameters of the camera at the time of exposure.

Airborne kinematic GPS (Global Positioning System) provides a means of determining
the position of the aerid camera at each instant of exposure. The combined GPS-

photogrammemc block adjustment takes advantage of weighted GPS observations, which
significantly reduces the nurnber of ground control points needed in a conventionai block

adjustrnent.

A comprehensive software package, GAP (General Adjustment Program), was developed

in this research to effectively integrate and adjust GPS, geodetic, and photopmmetric

observations. Optirnixation of the GPS-photogramrnetric bundIe block adjusments for
both simulated large scde mapping and real medium scale mapping was carried out.

Aspects of reliability, and precision, as weii as practical considerations, for an airborne
GPS-photogrammeuy system were also investigated.

GPS coordinates of the camera exposure stations do not permit recovery of the roll angie
of the aircraft in a GPS single strip trimgdation. Therefore, ground control points are stiil

required in addition to the GPS coordinates of exposure stations to overcorne tbis
problem, and to eliminate singularity of the normal matrix in the least squares adjustment.

A new technique for GPS single strip trimguiation using geomemc constraints of man-

made structures (e-g., high voltage towers) located dong the flight Lue was proposed, and
successfuily implemented on real data. This new technique eiirninates the need for
multiple strips of photography, which has been adapted conventiondy to recover the roii
angie. The tirne and the cost of corridor mapping projects are significantly reduced by
incorporating this technique.
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CHAPTERI

INTRODUCTION

Aerial triangulation is a general tem for photogrammetric methods of
coordinating points on the ground using a senes of overlapping aenal photographs (Faïg,
1985). Although the major application of aerid triangulatîon is for mapping purposes,

nowadays it has been used in a variety of approaches such as terrestrial photogrammetry,

control densification, and cadastral surveying.

1.1. History of Aerial Trianguiation

Aerial triangulation has progressed through different stages in the past; namely,
radiai, smp, and block triangulation. Each of these methods had merit in their day but

were eventually replaced by more advanced approaches as a result of technological

changes.

1. 1.1. Strip Trianguiation

Strip triarg-ation,

developed in the 19203, used a Multiplex instrument to

recreate the aerial photography mission. It is based on a dependent-pair relative
orientation and scale uansfer to ensure uniform scale dong the strip. The sequential
dependent-pair relative orientation plus scale transfer, starhg from a controiled mode1 is

known as cantilever extension, and is equivdent to an open traverse in surveying. If
ground control points are used at the end or in between, the method is cailed "bridging",

and is similar to a controiled traverse in sweying.

Mechanicd or graphitai interpolation techniques were then used to fit the
measured smp coordinates to the ground control. Numerical stnp adjustments began in
the 1960's when digital computers became amilable, A number of polynomïai

interpolation adjustment formdations were developed for this purpose (Schut, 1968).

The transition fiom andog aerkl trimgdation to analytical procedures was
realized with the advent of computers (e-g., analytical relative orientation, absolute
orientation, etc.). The input for M y analytical aerïal triangulation is photo coordinates
measured in mono or stereo mode using comparators.

1.1.2. Block Trianguiation

Block mangulation (by bundles or independent modeis) provides the best intemal
geomeuic strength compared to strip trian,dation (Ackemann, 1975). The available tie
points in consecutive strips assists in the roll angle recovery, which is one of the
weaknesses inherent in strip trianedation. In terms of the computationai aspects, aerial
trianedation methods are categorized as: analog, semi-analytical, analyticai, and digital
trianaplation.

This method uses a 'ïïrst order" stereo plotter to carry out relative and
approximate absolute orientation of the first mode1 and subsequent cantiiever extension.

The suip or block adjustment is then performed using the resulting strip coordinates.

1.1.2.2 Semi-Anaiytid Aerial Triangulation

Relative orientarion of each individuai model is performed using a precision
ploner (e,g., W i d A10). The resulting model coordinates are inmduced in a rigorous
simultaneous independent mode1 block adjustment. Independent models can ais0 be
linked together andyticaily to form strips, which are then used for strip adjustment or
block adjustment with strips.

1.1.2.3. Analyticai Aerial Triangulation

The input for analyticai aerial tnangulation are image coordinates measured by a
comparator (in s t e m mode or mono mode plus point nansfer device). A bundle block
adjustment is then perfonned, incorporating aii image coordinates measured in al1
photographs. An analytical plotter in comparator mode can also be used to measure the
image coordinates.

1.1.2. 4. Digital Aeriai Triangulation

This method uses a photoprammetric workstation which cm display digital

images. Selection and transfer of tie points and measurement tasks that are performed
rnanually in anaiytical criangulation are now automated using image matching techniques.

The procedure is aimost fully automatic, but aiiows interactive guidance and interference.

1.1.3. Control Requùements for Photogrammetric Blocks

Any block consisting of two or more overlapping photographs requires that it be

absolutely oriented relative to the ground coordinate system. The 3D spatial similarity

transformation with 7 parameters (3 rotations, 3 translations, 1 scale) is usually employed
for absolute orientation, and usually employs at Ieast 2 horizontal and 3 vertical controi
points. Due to the influence of point transfer errors (e-g., image coordinate measurements
of conjugate points), and extrapolation beyond the mapping area, the theoretical
minimum control requirement is practicaliy unrealistic.
Theoretical and practical studies (Ackermann, 1966, 1974 and Brown, 1979)
showed that only planimetric points dong the perimeter of the block, and relatively dense
chains of vertical points across the block, are necessary to relate the image coordinate
system to the object coordinate system. These measures also ensure the geornetric
stability of the block, and control the error propagation.

1.1.3.1. Auxiiiary Data as Control Information

Perimeter control for planimetry has reduced the number of control points and
required terrestrial work for a photogrammetric block However, the dense chains of
vertical control demand additional surveys. A number of studies (Ackermann, 1984, Biais
and Chapman, 1984, and Faig, 1979) have been cmied out to reduce the number of

control points, especiaiiy vertical points, using measured exterior orientation parameters
at the time of photography. These snidies showed that great savings in the number of
vertical control points could be achieved.

1.1.3.2. History of Auxiliary Data in Aerial Triangulation

The use of auxiliary data in aeriai triangulation dates back to more than half a
century ago. As mentioned by Zarzycki (1972), statoscope, horizon canera, and soiar
penscope were used to directly measure the exterior orientation parameters of the camera
at the time of photography. A statoscope provides the A2 of the exposure stations using

differentiai altîmetry. A horizon camera provides the rotation angles of the mapping
camera with respect to the horizon. A solar perkcope can also determine the rotation
angles, but they are referred to the sun's location. Airborne ranghg was also developed to
determine the horizontal positions of the camera stations in order to support the &me
determination of large horizontal networks (Corten, 1960). Except for the statoscope,
these instruments were not accepted for practical applications due to accuracy and
economic reasons. The Airbome Profile Recorder (APR) was deveioped in 1960 and used
extensively in Canada This instrument provides the Z coordinate for a number of
identifiable features that can be correlated to the profile. This can be achieved by using a
statoscope to measure the movements of the aircraft with respect to an isobaric surface
and a continuous record of the profile between terrain and aircraft, as shown in F-,i
1.1.

RghiPatb

dz

Isobaric Surface

S
Ho
Terrain

Height Reference
/

I

Figure 1. 1. Airbome Profile Recorder Concept

The height information can be derived as:

Z=Ho+dZ-S

Blais (1976) incorporateci lake levehg information, which makes use of the
condition that points dong the shoreline of a lake have the same elevation. Gyroscopes
were employed to determine the exterior orientation parameters, but gained little practical
acceptance because of accuracy limitations (Corten and Heimes, 1976). With the
advances in inertial and satellite positioning technology, the subject of direct
measurements of exterior orientation parameters has gained increased attention in recent
years. The Global Positioning System (GPS) can provide the 3D position of the exposure
stations, while an inertial navigation system (INS) can determine the attitude of the
exposure stations. Ackermann (1984) found that positioning data (X, Y, 2) are more
effective than attitude data (a,@,K), as the latter imply a summation of errors that affect
the finai object coordinates. The integration of GPS and airbome photopmmetry wiil be
discussed in Chapter 3. The intepted GPS-INS approach to fuliy recover the exterior
orientation parameters is the newest technique (Schwarz, et al., 1993). but one of the
problems is the high cost of INS.

1.1.4. GPS Assisted Aerial Triangulation

The Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS)has become generally available and
has been considered fulIy operational on a world wide basis since 1993. It can be used for

direct positioning practically anywhere on earth and at any tirne. GPS has already had a

revolutionary impact in various disciplines which are involved with navigation and
seodetic positioning. A red-time capability is required if GPS is used for navigation
purposes. However, it was scion realized that GPS offers a very high accuracy for
positioning in combination wiih post-processing methods.

Since the Iaunch of GPS satellites in early 1980's, photogrammetrïsts reaiized the
usefulness of GPS for their particular interests (e.g., aerotriangdation). There are fow

main areas in photogrammetry where GPS c m be used (Ackermann, 1994):

1- Establishment of ground control points using terrestrial GPS,
3- GPS controlled survey fight navigation,
3- High precision camera positioning for aerial triangulation,
4- Positioning of other airborne sensors ( e g , laser scanners).

Aerial Triangulation (AT) determines the ground coordinates of a large number of
object points and the extenor orientation parameters of aerial photopphs using as few
control points as possible. Direct determination of the exterior orientation parameters
with sufficient accuracy is the main goal in mapping projects so that AT can be neglected.
According to Lachapelle et al. (1993), the accuracy for attitude parameters derived from
multiple-antenna GPS observations is approximately 10 arc minutes, whkh is still far
from the accuracy of attitude determination using the conventional photogammetric
approach (i-e., photograrnmeûic block adjustment).

GPS assisted aerial triangulation ailows for a significant reduction of ground
conuol points to support photogrammetric mapping projects. Coordinates of camera
exposure stations are derived for each instant of exposure using GPS positioning
techniques. These GPS derived coordinates are introduced into the combined GPSphotogammetric block adjustment as weighted observations, resulting in a reduction of
the number of control points to a minimum.

1.2. Objectives of the Research

Design and implementation of al1 engineering projects (e.g. road construction)
requires complete the-dimensional information of the project site. This information can
be obtained by producing topographic maps for the project area Photogrammetric
techniques, in which the photo is the basic input, represent some of the most economical

rnethods to produce topographic maps (Combs et al., 1980). The measurements made on
these photos are corrected for the different kinds of distortions introduced at the time of

photography.
Conventional block adjustments (buadles or independent models) have been
widely used to detennine both photogrammetrîc point coordinates and the exterior
orientation parameters of photography for mapping purposes.

The major impact of cost and time consumption for ground control establishment

on any mapping project is the prirnary reason that photogrammemsts have been looking
for a replacement of ground control by auxiliary data (e.g. GPS).

With airborne GPS technology, the position of the aircraft at the individual
exposure stations can be precisely determined. These positions can then be introduced
into the combined GPS-photogrammeüic block adjustment as statisticdy weighted
observations for the exposure stations, thereby reducing the number of ground control
points to a minimum, if not completely.

The inherent geometry of a block and the common rie points in consecutive strips
makes it possible to recover aU three rotation angles in the combined block adjustment.
Unfortunately, this method can not be used for a single strip, since the GPS coordinates of
the exposlue stations do not permit a diable recovery of the roil angle of the aircraft. As

a consequence, control introduced by airborne-GPS leaves an ill-conditioned, if not
singular, system of normal equations. Gmund conml points c m be used dong the fight
line to overcome this problem. A number of studies have been carried out in this area
(Habib and Novak, 1994, Abdullah, 1997). However, there is s t i i i a need for some growd
control points in these approaches.

A new technique for GPS controiied strip üïangulation is proposed in this study. It

is based on geometric constraints of man-made smictures (e.g high voltage towers, hi&
rise buildings) located dong the flight line. This new technique for single süip adjusmient
eliminates the need for multiple strips of photopphy and p u n d conuol points wtiich
si,onificantiy reduces both the tirne and the cost of the corridor mapping projects.

The main gods of this research are:
to develop a comprehensive software package which can integrate GPS,
geodetic, and photogammemc observations,
to optimize combined GPS-photogrammetric bundle block adjustments,
especially for a large scale mapping,
to investigate the reliability of the combined GPS-photogrammetric block,

to investigate practical considerations for an airbom GPS-photogrammetrïc
syseem. and

to develop a new technique for GPS controiied strip triangulation ushg
geometric constraints of man-made structures.

GPS ASSXSTED AERIAL TRIANGULATION: MATHEMATICAL MODELS

AND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

En this chapter, techniques of conventional aerial ûiangulation are reviewed. This
review encompasses various mathematical models, self-calibration techniques, additional
parameters, and the associated mathematicai models. The second part of this chapter
deals with GPS assisted aerial triangulation, the mathematicai model, and practical
consideratious. For the sake of completeness, a bnef review of the Global Positioaing
System, and its mathematical models, is provided in Appendîx A.

A bundle of rays that originates fiom an object point and passes through the

projective centre to the image points (Figure 2.1) forms the basic computational unit of
aeriai tnangulation. Bundle block adjustment means the simultaneous least squares

adjustment of a l l bundles fkom a i l exposure stations, which implicitly includes the
simultaneous recovery of the exterior orientation elements of ail photographs and the 3D
positions of the object points (Faig, 1985).

Figure 2.1 Bundle Blocks

The fundamental equation of aerial triangulation is the collinearity equation,
which States that an abject point, its homologous image point, and the perspective centre
are coiiinear (Fi,-

2.2).
Exposure Station

01

Figure 2.2 Concept of Collinearity Equation

The collinearity equations are given as:

and

(xi *Yi )

are the image coordinates,

(%,Y,)

are the principal point coordinates,

c

is the camera constant,

mij

is an elernent of the 3D rotation ma&,

( x i ,Yi,zi)

are the object point coordinates,

(Xo ,Y ZO) are the exposure station coordinates,

M

.

is the rotation ma&,

( a 7a,K)

are the rotation angles, and

k~

is the scale factor for y axis in digital camera (this factor is 1 for a nImbased camera).

In the standard case, there are 6 unknowns in the collinearity equations, namely,

the extenor orientation parameters

(xo,yo,zo,a,iP, K) .

The three rotation

angles (o,
a,K)are impiicit in the rotation matrix M (Equation 7.3). The principal point
coordinates ( x, ,y, ) and camera constant (c) are considered to be known for the basic
bundie approach. However, this might nof be m e , as will be dixussed Iater in this

chapter. Strong imaging geomerry phs a minimum of three ground conml points are
needed to solve for the six unknowns per bundle, which are then used to determine the
unknown object coordinates of other measured image points.

2.1.1. Image Coordiaate Measurement

A mono or stereo comparator is used to measure the image coordinates (xi ,yi),

which form the basic input into the bundle adjusment. Precisioa stereo comparators (e-g.,
Wild STKI) and mono comparators (e-g., Kem MK2) provide an accuracy at the level of
1-3 pm. Analytical plotters, such as AC1 in comparator mode, can aIso be used to

measure the image coordinates providing 3-5 p.m accuracy. It is recomrnended to observe
each point at lest twice, and to observe the fiducial/re~eitumarks. It is dso necessary to

transfer points h m one image to another when ming a stereo comparator. However, if
the points are targeted on the ground, point transfer is not required.

2.2. Mathematical Formulations for Bundle Block Adjustment

Fxand Fy in Equations 2.1 and 2.2 may deviate from zero (Le., perfect case) since
the measured image coordinates inchde random and residual systematic errors. The

coiiînearity equations ate non-hear, therefore, they have to be linearized using Taylor's
expansion. According to Chapman (1994), 6 different cases can be considered depending
on the treatment of rinknowns and observations. Case number 6, the most comprehensive
case, is considered in this chapter, while the other cases are given in Appendix B.

-

2.2.1. Comprehensive Bundle Adjustment Case # 6

* Observed photo coordinates,

* Observed object space coordinates,
* Unknown object space coordinates,

* Observed exterior orientation eiements,
* Unknown exterior orientation elements,
* Observed geodetic measurements (e-g., distances),
* Unknown interior orientation and additional parameters,

* Observed interior orientation and additional parameters.

The observation equations are written as:

where,

aEO

is the correction vector of exterior orientation parameters,

6s

is the correction vector of object space coordinates,

6ro

is the correction vector of interior orientation parameters and additional
parameters,
is the design matrix (exterior orientation parameters),

AS

is the design marrix (object space coordinates),

AG

is the design ma& of geodetic observations,

Ar*

is the design matrïx (derivatives of collinearity equations with respect to in

orientation and additiond parameters),
Wp

is the misclosure vector of image coordinates,

Ws

is the misclosure vector of object point coordinates,

WEO is the misclosure vector of exterior orientation parameters,

wG

is the misclosure vector of geodetic observation.

W 10 is the misclosure vector of the observed interior orientation and additional

parameters, and
1

is the idenuty matrix.

Interior orientation parameters inctude the camera constant, principal point
coordinates, and Y scale factor for a digital camera scde bias. The equations for observed
interior orientation and additional parameters are similar to chose of observed exterior
orientation parameters (Equations B.20 to B.25). The correction vector,

6, is computed

using the l e s t squares method as:

where
pp

is the weight rnatrix of image coordinates,

Ps

is the weight rnatrix of object point coordinates,

is the weight rnatrix of exterior orientation parameters,
P 10

is the weight rnatrix of interior orientation and additional parameters.

in order to compensate for systematic enors, such as lem distortion, atmospheric
rehction and the digital camera scak bias, and improve the collinearity equation model,

.

distortion or additional paramefers (A xp, A Y,), are introduced into the basic coiheanty
equations as:

xi-x0+Axp =-c mr 1 (xi- XO)+ mi2 (Yi - Yo)+ mis (Zi - ZO)
m3 1 (xi XO)+ m3? ( ~ -i YO)+ m33 ( ~ i 20)

-

where

(AXp,~Yp)

-

are functions of several unknown parameters and are estimated

simultaneously with the other unknowns in the equations. A complete recovery of aii
parameters (exterior orientation, object space coordinates, interior orientation, and
additionai parameters) is possible under certain conditions without the need for additionai
ground control points. This approach is called a "self calibrating bunde block
adjustment".

Two general principles should be considered when incorporating additional
parameters (Faig, 1985):

* the nurnber of parameters shouId be as small as possible to avoid overpararnetrization, and to keep the additional computational effort srnail,

* the parameters should be selected such that their correlations with other
unknowns are negligible, otherwise the normal equation matrix becomes diconditioned or singuiar.

Since usualiy the same stable, metric aerid camera is used to photopph the
entire project area in one flight mission for most topographie mapping projects, the
interior orientation parameters and additional paramerers can be assumed to be the same
for aii photos. Brown (1976) caIls this approach "block invariant" which is most
favorable for computational efficiency. If different cameras are used for the area king
mapped, then the " block variant" approach is applied. In this approach, the parameters
are ody valid for a group of photographs (Ebner, 1976). If a non-metric camera is used
for close range applications, a "photo variant" approach can be applied, in which new
additional parameters are considered for each photograph.

2.2.2. Mathematicai Models for Additional Parameters

There are two main approaches for modeling additionai or distortion parameters;
the fmt approach models the physical causes of image deformation (physical model),
while the second approach empiricaily models the effects of image deformation (algebraic
model).

Four types of distortion are considered in this approach, namely, radial lem
distortion, d e c e n t e ~ gdistortion, and film shrinkage, and non-perpendicularity of the
comparator axes in the case of füm-based imagery. Thus; the mode1 may be written as:

where,

)

(A A

are totd distortions in x and y axes,

( x , y )

are the contrïibutions of radial lens distortion.

PX @y)

are the contributions of the decentering lem distortions, and

(dg,, dg,,)

are the contributions of the füm shrinkage and non-perpendicularity of the

9

comparator axes.

The radial lens distortion may be expressed as:

or in x and y components:

w here,

kl ,k2*
k3

are the coefficients of the polynomial,

r

is the radial distance of the measured point £rom the principal point,

(xo

9

Y,)

(x*Y)

are the principal point coordinates, and
are the measured image coordinates.

The decentering lens distortion model is given as (Brown, 1966):

where

(dp,, dp,)

are the decentering distortions in the x and y directions, and

Pl Pz

are the coefficients of the decentering distortion model.

9

The affinity model is used to model fiim shrinkage and non-perpendicularity of the
comparator axes (Moniwa, 1977):
dgx = A(Y -Y,)
dg, = B(Y - Y,)
where,

(dg,,, dgy)

are the distomons contributed by fiim shOnlrage and non-pupendicuiarïty
of the comparator axes, and
are the coefficients of the affinity model.

The total numkr of unknowns per image is 16 (6 exterior orientation, 3 interior
orientation, and 7 additional or distortion parameters, kl ,k2,k3,pl, p2,A, B ). One more
unknown is added to the list of interior orientation parameters, y scale factor ky, if a
digital camera, foi example, is used.

The disadvantage of using this method is chat there couid be hi@ correlations
between the additional parameters themselves, andfor with the interior and exterior
orientation parameters, which can create sin,darity in the normal maûix of observation
equations. In addition to this, the model may not efficiently detect or compensate for

irre,dar image deformations.

In this approach, the combined effects of al1 systematic errors are modeled using
functions that do not necessarily describe the physical nature of the distortions
Orthogonal polynomiaIs have k e n popular choices of algebraic models. El Hakim
(1979) used spherical harmonies to mode1 the systematic errors. His formulations are
expressed as:

=( x - X ~ ) T

AY, = (Y -Y$
where, T is the harmonic function,

and

where, a,, bij are the coefficients of harmonic function T.

Brown (1976)also introduced the foilowing orthogonal hctions:

where

ar to

a18

are the coefficients of an orthogonal function,

c

is the camera constant,

(xv Y)

are the measured image coordinates.

The advantage of using this method is that the parameters of these functions are
not conelated. Therefore, sin,darity of normal matrix cm be overcome. Distortion or
additionai parameters can be solved, dong with other unknown parameters, in a bundle
block adjustment by implementing both the physicai and algebraic models. These
techniques improve the accuracy of the bundle block adjustment when compared with the
basic bundle block adjustment.

2.2.2.3. R d t s from Conventional Self Calibration Blocks

El Hakim (1979)summarized the results of studies carried out by Grün (1978)
and Salmenpera et ai. (1974) as :

2-1. Self Calibration Block Adjustment Resuirs
-

Block Parameters

Without Self-Calibration

Scaie

Size

GO

Grün

28000

104

5.3

Salmenpera

4000

94

5.4

With Self-Calibration

pz

00

Pxy

Cr=

8.8

15.8

3.3

5.2

12.2

4.5

8.5

5.1

3.4

7.8

Cr=

All units are given in photo scale in pu and the overlap was 60%. As seen from Table
2.1, an improvement factor in the range of 1.3 to 1. 7 in planimetry, and 1.05 to 1.3 for

height, can be achieved for the M y controiIed blocks. It can be concluded that bundle
block adjustment yields an absolute accuracy which is comparable to conventional
terrestriai surveying (Faig, 1985).

2.2.3. Geodetic Observations in the Photogpmmetric Block Adjustment

Conventionally, the adjustment of geodetic and photogammetric measusemens

has been carried out in two separate steps. The terrestrial survey is adjusted to provide a

unique set of coordinates, and a variance-covariance matrix, for the ground control points,
that are subsequently used as conml for the photogrammetric solutions,

Combined

photogrammecric-geodetic

adjustment

impiies

rigorous

and

simultaneous adjustment of al1 geodetic and photogarnrnetric observations, replacing the
two steps solution with one step. This approach makes the error anaiysis and weighting of
the observations more redistic. The program system GGP (General Adjustment Program)

developed for this study, is an integrated software which accommodates GPS,
photopm.metric, and geodetic observations. This program will be described in Chapter

3.

There are 9 types of geodetic measurements that can be handed by GAP, namely;
dope distances, horizontal distances, zenith angles, horizontal directions, horizontal
angles, 2D coordinate differences, 3D coordinate differences, height differences, and

azimuth observations. The observation equation for photogrammetsic measurements is
given as:

F P ( ~ , & , L ~ ) =0
where,

Jirs

is the object coordinates vector,

XEO

is the exterior orientation parameters vector, and

2.26

Lp

is the photopmmemc measurements vector.

The observation equation for geodetic measurements can be written as:

where

bw is the vector of zero directions for horizontal direction observations, and
LG

is the geodetic measurements vector.

These equations are non-linear, and are ihearized prior to the Ieast squares adjustment.
The Iinearized forms of these equations are:
Wp +AE,S,
W,

+ASA, +BPYp= O

+ A G X ~ +A&&

+$yG

=O

2.28
2.29

where

WP

is the photograrnmetric misclosure vector,

WG

is the geodetic misclosure vector,

A&

is the denvative of the collinearity equation with respect to the exterior

orientation parameters,
A!

is the derivative of the collinearity equation with respect to object point
coordinates,

AS

is the denvative of the geodetic observations with respect to object point
coordinates,

GIR

is the derivative of the direction observations with respect to orientation
parameter of the theodolite, and

Yp-QG

are the residual vectors for image coordinates and geodetic observations.

These observations are combineci and adjusted simultaneously using l e m squares
techniques. The solution vector (unknown parameters) is computed using the following
formula:

where

A

P

is the design rnatrix composed of various design mamces,
is the weight matrix and function of covariance matrix of various observations,
and

W

is the misclosure vector.

The normal equation matrix becomes more general by including geodetic

observations into the block adjustment- Some measures (e.g., reordering of unknowns)
have to be taken to keep the computational effort within reasonable Limits. One of the

advantages of integrating different observation types for coordinating points is that often
a solution can be achieved, even in cases where any one of the approaches alone may be
under-determined.

Any block compnsed of two or more overlapping photopphs requires to be

absolutely positioned and oriented relative to the ground coordinate system. The 3D
spatial similarity transformation with 7 parameters (3 rotations, 3 translations, 1 scale) is
most frequently u W e d for absolute orientation. Two horizontal and three vertical control

points are used for the minimum optimal geometry. Due to some influences caused by
point transfer erron and extrapolations beyond the mapping area, use of only the
theoretical mininium control is uarealistic.

Theoretical and practical studies (Ackennann, 1966, 1974 and Brown, 1979)
show that planimetrïc points dong the perimeter of the block and relatively dense chains

of vertical points across the block are necessary to relate the image coordinate system to
the object coordinate system, to ensure the geornetric stability of the block, and to control

the error propagation.

The control requirements are different for rnapping purposes and photogrammetric
point determination projecu. A spacing of 8-10 base len-ths in planimetry dong the
perimeter of the block, dense cross chains (every 2nd strip) at both ends, and 6-8 base
lengths in between for vertical control, are recomrnended for regular mapping. Ebner

(1972) concluded that dense perimeter control (e-g., every ~ r base
o lena&)

and a dense

net of vertical points within the block (e-g., every 2 base lengths perpendicular to the strip

direction) and every 4 base lengths dong the s à p direction, are required for
photogrammetric point determination.

The number of control points c m be reduced by changing flight parameters,
increasing sidelap, and using multiple coverage. Molenaar (1984) found that if the

terrestrial s w e y s were laid out solely to estabksh perimeter control (e-g., by a traverse),
it may lead to a weak geometric configuration, therefore, some cross connections would
strengthen the geometry and absolute accuracy.

2.3.1. Auxiiiary Data As Control Entities

Perimeter control for planimetry has reduced the number of control points in
required terreshial work for a photograrnme?ric biock. However, the dense chains of
vertical control demand additional surveys. A number of studies (Ackermann, f 984, Blais
and Chapman, 1984, Faig, 1979) have been canied out to reduce the number of control

points, especially vertical points, using measured exterior orientation parameters at the
time of phorography. These studies showed that great savings in vertical control points

could be achieved.

2.3.2. Mathematical Models for Auxiüary Data

Auxiliary concrd cm be intepted into a photogramrnetric block adjustment as
additional observation equations, properly weighted, and adjusted together with the other
data. Ackermann (1984) used the foiIowing observation equations for the statoscope,

APR, and attitude data in his independent mode1 block adjustment program (PAT-M):

where,

Vj

is the residual,

z

c

is the Z coordinate of exposure station.

zstat

is the elevation provided by statoscope,

q
?

is the Z coordinate of an identifiable feature in the aenal photo,

aj

is the roii angle,

Kj

is the yaw angle,

@j

is the pitch angle,

J

Xj

is the X coordinate dong süip, and

aj, ....--,ej

are the coefficients of the poiynomials used to modei the systematic e r m
introduced fmm auxiliary data

2.4. Results Obtained from Previous Studies

Ackennann (1974) used statoscope data for a block of 60 km leno@ without the
need for interior vertical controi. Studies carried out by Faig (1976 and 1979) and El
Hakim (1979) showed that the use of statoscope with some Iake information can
completely meet vertical control requirements within a block for small and medium scaie
rnapping. Ackermann (1984) has also used flight navigation data as auxiliary control in

block trian,@ation, and demonstrated that the requirements for horizontal control can be
reduced for smaU scale rnapping.

Aerid triangulation has become a powerful tool for point determination during the
last two decades. The main reason is the rigorous application of adjustment theory, which
enabled simultaneous recovery of exterior orientation parameters and object point
coordinates. The refinement of the coilinearity mode1 to compensate for systematic mors
led to a further increase in accuracy by a factor of two or three. Today, an accuracy of the

adjusted coordinate residuds of 2 to 3 p,expressed at the photo scde, can be achieved
if the fidl potential is used (Forstuer , 1985).

The effects of unmodeiled enors, especially gross errors, had not been studied

thoroughIy unhl a few years ago. Each block adjustment has to handle a certain
percentage of gross errors, which are generally detected and elimioated via residual
analysis. However, there does not exist an accepted criterion for an appropnate stopping
point in the process of elimination of possibly erroneous observations. Therefore,
undetected gross errors may remain. These, hopefully, do not adversely affect the results.

This leads to the theory of the reliability of adjusted coordinates.

2.5.1. The Concept of Reiiability

The theory of reliability was developed by Baarda (1968) to evaiuate the quality of

least squares adjustment results of geodetic networks. According to Baarda, the quality of
an adjustment includes both precision and reliability (Figure 2. 3)

Lr'
Precision

Figure 2.3. Quality Evaluation of Adjustment (fiom Forstner, 1985)

Precision evaluation consists of comparing the covariance rnatnx,Qkk, of the
adjusted coordinates with a given ma&,

H&(critenon matrix)- The error efipsoid

denved fiom Qkk should lie inside the error eilipsoid described by Hkk, and should be as
similar to Hkk as possible. This provides a check on whether or not a required accuracy
has been achieved.

As for reiiability, Baarda distinguishes between internai and extemai reiiabilities.

Interna1 reliability refers to the controiiability of the observations, and is described by the
lower bounds of gross errors wbch can be detected withia a given probability level. The
effect of non-detectable gross errors on the adjustment results is described by externd
reliability factors, which indicate the arnount by which the coordinates may be
deteqorated in the worst case.

The linearized observation equation for a bhck adjustment can be written as:

with the vector

containhg the observations, li , and the residual vector, V, containinp

the residuals vi, the design ma&,

A, the estimated vector,

2 , of

the unknown

parameters (e.g, object point coordinates, transformation parameters, additional
parameters), a constant vector, ao. resulring from the linearization process, and the
weight mauix,

Pli,

which is the inverse of the variance-covariance matrix of the

observations. The solution vector is derived using Ieast squares method as:

The variance-covariance matrix of the residuals can be obtained fmm ( Forsmer, 1985):

and the direct relationship between the residuals and observations is:

Because Q,Pu

is idempotent, its rank equals its trace, which is equal to the total

redundancy, r = n-u, where n is the number of observations, and u is the total number of
unknowns.

The diagonal elements of, ( Q , P ~ ~ ) ~reflect
,
the distribution of the redundancy in the
observations.

The redundancy number, defined as:

is the contribution of observation 1i to the total redundancy number, r ( F h t n e r , 1985).
These numbers range ftom O to 1. Observations which have ri = 1 are fully controllable,
and observations with ri = 0 c m not be checked. Lower redundancy numbers indicate

that observations linked to these numbers can not be controiied, and errors on these

observations would be diffïcul? to detect using the statistical outlier test. Average
redundancy numbers for photogrammetric blocks range between 0.2 and 0.5. An average
value of 0.5 is an indication of a relatively stable block

The practical application of Baarda's reliability theory is to determine the
magnitude of biunders that can not be detected on a given probability level, a(),when
accepting a level of risk,

Bo, of committing Type II error (Le.,

accepting the hypothesis

that no blunders are present , when in fact, blunden are present) ( VaniEek et al., 1991).

Assurning that ail observations are burdened with blunden, the objective is to find the

minimum size of blunder in each observation that cm still be detected.

Intemal reliability represents the maximum blunder in an observation undetectable
with selected

(the simcance

level) and (1-

Bo ), (the power of the test). It is defined

as (Li and fie, 1989):

w here,
cii

is the standard deviation of the ith observation li ,

60

is the non-centraiity parameter,

60,i = 6/J;;

is the intemal reliability factor for observation li ,and

v o li

is the minimum blunder that can be detected statisticaiiy.

With a siDnificance level of 18 and power of 93%. the non-centcaiity paramefer is equal

to 4. The example of ground control observation is considered here. If the redundancy
number for the X coordinate of a gound control point is 0.65, and the standard deviation
of this observation is 3 cm, then the minimum blunder that can be detected using a
statistical outlier test is 15 c m
The average local redundancy is considered as a measure of the overaii reliability
of one goup of observations. It is defined as (Li and Jie, 1989):

where,

nk

is the number of members in the kth group of observations, and rj is the Iocd

redundancy of the jth observation in the kth group.

Extemal reliability measures the effect of undetected blunder (Voli ) in the
observation on the unlaiown parameters, obtained through the lest squares adjustment. In

the case of photogrammetric block adjustment, it shows the reaction of the unknown

parameters of the block (e.g., object point coordinates) to the undetected blunders in the
observations (e.g., GPS coordinates of camera exposure stations). The extemal reliability
factoris defined as (Li and Jie, 1989):

where,

is the extemal reliability factor for observation

Ii.

Table 2.2 gives an

indication of ranges of acceptable reliability measures. For the same example given in
previous section, the extemd reliability factor for the X coordinate of the ground control
observation is 2.93, which is categorized as good according to Table 2.2.

Table 2-2. On the Evahation of the Reliability Measures (From Forsmer, 1985)

The main purpose of aerial trianadation (AT) is the determination of p u n d
coordinates for a large number of terrain points, and the exterior orientation parameters of
aerial photopphs using as few control points as possible. A favourable scenario in

mapping projects is to have avaiiable the extexior orientation parameters with sufficient
accuracy that the AT can be neglected. The affordable accuracy for attitude parameters
using multi-antenna GPS technique is approximately 10 arc minutes (Lachapelle et al.,
1993), and stiil far from what can be ubtained fmm a conventional block adjusunent (5

arc seconds). Therefore, aeriai triangulation is stiii one of the important steps in mapping
and can not be avoided.

The intepration of GPS measurements into photogmmmemc blocks allows the
accurate determination of coordinates of the exposure stations, thus reducing the ground
control requirements to a minimum. Therefore, the goal is to improve the efficiency of
AT by avoiding ground controi points ahost completely (lapine, 1991). The combined

adjustment of photogrammetric data and GPS observations can be carried out by
introducing GPS observation equations into the conventional block adjustment. An
empirical investigation by Friep (1991) showed that, in addition to the high intemal
accuracy of GPS aircraft positions (a=2 cm), drift errors may occur due to the
ionospheric and tropospheric errors, sateIlite orbital errors, and uncertainty of the initial
carrier phase ambiguities. These drift errors become Iarger as the distance between the

monitor and remote stations increase. Of the mentioned errors, incorrect canÏer phase
ambiguities are the major contributor to the drift erron in the derived positions.

The foiIowing sections concentrate on the application of GPS in aeriai
tnangulation, and deal with combined GPS photogrammetric block adjustment, its
mathematical rnodels, and practical considerations.

2.6.1. GPS Observable used in Preck Photogrammettic Applications

There are three types of positioning information that c m be extracted nom GPS

satefite signals: pseudorange (code), carrier phase, and phase rate (Doppler Frequency).

The high accuracy required for aerotrianguiation, demand the use of GPS phase
measurements. In order to eliminate the effects of systematic errors inherent in these
observations, double difference GPS phase measurement techniques are used. The reason
is that most GPS errors afTecting positioning accuracy are highly correlated over a certain

area, and cm be eliminated or reduced. The observation equation for DGPS phase

measurement is given in Appendix A, Equation A. 15.

The tenns VA dp, VAdion9and VAdmp in Equation A. 15 are generally smaU or
negligible for short monitor-remote distances (e.g. 40-20km). However, the term VA+
becomes more signincaat due to Selective Availability (SA), and may introduce some
negative effects on integer carrier ambiguity recovery. The satellite and receiver dock

errors are elirninated ushg the DGPS method, but the receiver noise is arnpiifïed by a
factor of 2. The phase observable is used extensively in kinernatic mode, where the initial
ambiguity resolution can be achieved using static initialization or "On The Fly" methods.

Accuracy at the centimeter level can be obtained if cycle slips can be detected and
recovered (Cannon, 1990). The accuracy of kinematic DGPS is a function of the
following factors (Lachapelle, 1992):

- separation berween the monitor and the remote station,
- the effect of Selective Availability,
- the receiver characteristics and ionosphenc conditions.

2.6.2. Combined GPS-Photogtammetric BIock Adjustment

The observation equations for the camera projection centres are incorporated into
the conventional block adjustment. The observation equation should take into account the

eccentticiry vector between the antema phase centre and the projection centre of the
camera. This vector is usually determined using geodetic observations, and expressed
relative to the camera fhme coordinate system (Fi,we 2. 4). The observation equations
are given as (Ebadi and Chapman, 1995):

where,

(xi,~i.zi)"

are the coordinates of the exposure stations,

(X~,Y~S)~"

are the coordinates of the antenna phase centre,

(vXi,
vYi7
v

~

are)the GPS
~ residuals,
~

a

is the offset vector, and

M

is the rotation matnx.

~

Antenna Phase Centre

Point

Figure 2.4. Geometric Mode1 For GPS Observation Equation
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Ackermann and Schade(1993) introduced a special approach to cake care of GPS
errors caused by inaccurate ambiguities. In their approach, ambiguities are resolved using

pseudorange observations at the beginning of each stnp; therefore, the GPS positions of
the exposure stations tend to drift over tirne. Six h e a r unknown parameters per strip (3

offsets and 3 drifts) are added to the observation equations of the exposure stations to
account for these effects. These equations are @en as:

are the unknown coordinates of the exposure stations,
are the GPS coordinates of the camera exposure stations,

are the GPS residuals,
are the unknown drift corrections which are common for a i i

observation equations of each strip.
is the GPS time observed for each exposure and is treated as
constant in the bundle block adjustment, and
is the reference tirne for each strip and is treated as a constant

value.

The drift parameten approximate and correct the GPS drift errors of the exposure
stations in the combined block adjustment Ceaain d a m transformations can also be
accornmodated by these parameters. Dependhg on the data collection and processing
techniques, drift parameters may be chosen strïpwise or blockwise. In the case of
strîpwise processing, one set of parameten has to be introduced for each saip while in the
blockwise case, one set of drift parameters suffices for the entire block. The
determinability of these parameters should be guaranteed according to the gound control
~ o n f i ~ w a t i oand
n £iight pattern (Friep, 1992). The geometry of the cornbined GPSphotogrammemc block is detemiined as in the conventionai case (standard overlap and
standard tie-pass point dismbution).

2.6.3. Ground Control Contiguration for GPS-PhotogrammetrieBiocks

Theoretically, as long as the d a m transformation is known, no control points are
needed to carry out the GPS-photogrammetric block adjustment, since each exposure

station serves as a control point. If a coordinate system other than WGS84 is required for
the final object coordinates, then ground control points are required to defme the datum.

For this purpose, four control points are usually used at the corners of the block.

The situation is different when drift parameters are iocluded. The inclusion of

drift parameters weakens the geometry of the block. To overcome this problem, various
ground control confi~ourationsc m be utilized to strengthen the geometry, and enable

recovery of ali unlaiowns in the block adjustment. The GPS-photogrammenic blocks can
be made geometricaiiy and numericdy stable and solvable for aii unbowns in 3 ways
(Ackermann and Schade, 1993):
(a) - If the block has 60% side lap (Fi,oure 2.5, case a),
(b) - If 2 chahs of vertical control points across the front ends of the block are

used -,iF(

2.5, case b),

(c) - if 2 cross strips of photography at the front ends of the block are taken

(Fi,-

case a

/\
0

2.5, case c).

case b

case c

horizontal

vertical

I

Fi,gue 2.5. Ground Control Configurations for GPS Assisted Blocks
Case (c) ( 2 cross smps) is usualiy recommended for GPS aeriai triangulation due

to its economic efficiency. The use of pairs or mplets of ground control points at the
perspective locations in the cross strips is suggested for stronger geometry and higher
reliability. Cross strips must be strongiy c o ~ e c t e dto a i l overlapping strips, by measuring
and tramferring ali mutuai points, in ail combinations. The same procedure appIies to
ground control points. They should be measured in aii images in which they appear. It

may be required to have more than 2 cross saips and 4 ground control points if the blocks
have irregular shape.

2.6.4. Problems Encountered and Suggested Remedies

2.6.4.1. Antema-Aerial Camera Offset

GPS provides the coordinates of the antenna phase centre and not, as desired, the
projection centre of the camera (FrieB , 1987). This happens because the phase centre of
the antenna and the rear nodal point of the aerial camera lem can not occupy the same
physical point in space (Lucas, 1987). If the camera is operated in a Iockeddown mode,
the relative motion of the camera's projective centre with respect to the antenna can be
avoided. In this case, the offset between the camera projection centre and the antenna
phase centre is constant with respect to the camera h e d coordinate system (Figure 2.4).

The offset vector can be surveyed using geodetic methods and measured with
respect to the image coordinate system, or altematively treated as an unknown quantity

and solved together with other unknowns in a bIock adjusment. However, the latter case
requires more extensive control.

The GPS positions of the antenna phase centre have to be reduced to the camera
exposure stations. Since an externai coordinate system is considered for the coordinate

reduction, the attitude of the camera must be known. The attitude parameters can be
obtained by an initial block adjustment m.

2.6.4.2. Synchronization Between Exposure And GPS Thte

To interpolate exposure station positions from GPS positions, the instants of
exposure must be recorded using the receiver t h e scale with precise synchronization to

GPS

time (Friep, 1987). The measuring rate for

GPS observations must be 1 Hz or

greater, as the speed of survey aircraft is on the order of 50 to LOO m per second
(Ackemann and Schade, 1993). The photogammetric camera should be equipped with a
shutter synchronized electronk signal, providing an accuracy better than 1 rns.

GPS provides coordinates in the WGS84 system, which is a geocentric Cartesian
coordinate system centred at the mass centre of the earth. However, the reference systems

usually used in aend triangulation are the local coordinate systems referred to local
ellipsoids. Planimetric coordinates may be obtained by transfomiing fiom WGS84 to the

local coordinate system (e-g., UTM), implying that there is still a need for minimum
ground control points to carry out the transformation. The transformation between these
two coordinate systems can also be based on published formulas (Colornina, 1993). The

transformation of height requires knowledge of the geoid and its undulation (Faig and

Shih, 1989). It is also possible to carry out the GPS aerial nimgdation in a Iocalized
vertical coordinate system, and apply the transfomation thereafter (Ackermann and

Schade, 1993).

This problem can be handled in a number of ways. It can be approximately
detemiined nom the pseudorange observed in the C/A or P codes. Calibrating N @y
occupying a known point at the airport) is another solution. The unknown N can also be
deterrnined using "On The Fly" ambiguity resolution methods (Hatch, 1990, Abidin,

1993, Chen, 1994). Inaccurate approximation of ambiguity creates drift erron in the GPS
positions of exposure stations. Ambi,ouity resolution is s a one of the most challenging

parts of kinematic GPS positioning. No matter what method is chosen for ambiguity
resolution, GPS drift errors can not be avoided.

2.6.4.5. Cycle Slip

Cycle slips are discontinuities in the t h e series of the carrier phase measurements
as measured in the GPS receiver. These occur when:

parts of the aircraft obstnict the inter-visibility between the antenna and satellite,
multipath from reflection of some parts of the akraft (Krabill et al., 1989),

receiver power failure,

low signal strength due to the high ionospheric activity or external source (e.g.,
radar).

Some approaches for cycle slip detection and correction are:
using receiver with more than 4 channels to obtain redundant observations,
integrating GPS with iNS or other sensors (Schwarzet al., 1993),
using dual frequency receivers,
applying OTF ambiguity resolution techniques,
locking on new course GPS positions denved fiom U A code
pseudorange after signal interruption (Ackemiann and Schade, 1993).

2.6.5. Accuracy Performance of the GPS-PhotogrammetricBlocks

GPS-photogrammetsic blocks yield high accuracy due to the fact that these blocks
are effectively controiied by the GPS air stations whïch act practicaily as control entities.

The advantages are chat there is iittle essor propagation, and the accuracy distribution is
quite uniform throughout the block. Accuracy does not depend on the block size. The
accuracy of these blocks are determined by the intersection accuracy of the rays having
measurement accuracy of

(Ackennann and Schade, 1993).

Ground control points are no longer required for conuolihg the block accuracy.
They may provide the damm transformation, for which a few points only are sufficient

The geometry of the block may be weakened by introducing GPS shift and drift
parameters, but the required accuracy is s a maintained Such general accuracy features
have been confirmed by theoretical accuracy studies (Ackermann and Schade, 1993),
based on the inversion of the normal equation matrices. These studies showed that the
standard deviations of the tie points for a simulated block controlied with 4 ground
control points and ody one set of free datum parameters is quite uniform, and the overaii
and 1 . 9 .S
~ (vertical),
~
where S is the scale of
RMS accuracies are 1 . 4 .S
~ (horuontal)
~
photography.

Ackermann and Schade (1993) found that the block accuracy detenorates if the
GPS camera positioning accuracy decreases. GPS assisted blocks do not strongly depend
on high GPS camera positioning accuracy, except for very large scale blocks. Similar
accuracies could be achieved in conventional aerial trian,oulation ody with a large
number of gound control points. The theoretical studies (Ackermann, 1992, Burman and
Tolegârd, 1994) have established the very bigh accuracy performance of GPS blocks

even in the case of additional parameters. The results are valid for the whole range of
photo scales which are used in practice for mapping purposes, except for very large scde
and photogammetric point determination. According to Ackermann (1994). GPS assisted
triangulation for large scaie mapping (i.e., scde > 1:6,000) warrants further investigation.

Part of this research deals with large scale mapping and its associated problems (i.e.,
timing error, incorrect ambiguity resolutions), and recommended solutions.

The theoretical and practical precisions obtained from simulated and reaï bIocks
carried out in this study wilI be given in Chapter 4.

2.6.6. Practical Considerations in GPS Airborne Photogramrneîry

There are some practical problems to be considered before the process can be
fully operationai. These problems consist of selecting and mounting a GPS antenna on the
aircraft, the receiver and camera interface, and the determination of the antenna-aerial
camera offset. A solid consideration of the operational requirements, and their effect on
flight plan, wiii lead to a successfd photogrammetric mission.

2.6.6.1. GPS Antenna

ï h e GPS antema should be mounted on the aircraft in such a way that it can

receive the GPS signals with a minimum of obstruction and multipath, PotentiaI piaces
include the fuselage directly over the camera or the tip of the vertical stabiIizer (Curry and
Schuckman, 1993).

The advantage of fuseIage location is that the antenna phase centre can be located
dong the opticai axis of the camera, which simplifies the measurement of the offset
vector. However, the fuseIage location is more subject to multipath and shadowing of the
antenna depending on wing placement. The vertical stabilizer location is usuaüy Iess

sensitive to multipath and shadowing. Another advantage is that the actual mount of the
antenna can be simplifie& since some aircrafts have h a d y a strobe light mount in the
same location, which can be used for antema mounting- However, the measurements of
the antenna offset vector is more complicated. Once the antenna and camera have been

rnounted in the aircraft, it is not necessary to remeasure the offset vector for subsequent
fiight missions. As a d e of thumb, the best location for the GPS antenna is the one

which can receive the GPS signals with minimum obstructionhterference. This location
varies for different aircraft types. It shouid also be noted that making any kind of holes in

the aircraft for antenna mounting must be done by a certified aircraft mechanic. Possible

locations for antenna are shown in Figure 2.6.

1

Rccommcnded Locations for GPS Antcnna

L

Figure 2.6. GPS antenna locations on the abcraft

2.6.6.2. Receiver and Camera Interface

The photogrammetric camera and the GPS receiver must be c o ~ e c t e din such a
way that exposure times can be recorded and correlated with the GPS time of anteana
phase centres. Modem aerial cameras send a pulse correspondhg to the so cdied "centre
of exposure" to the receiver. These pulses are repeatable to some tens of nanoseconds.
Older cameras can also be modified to send an exposure pulse to the receiver, but the
repeatability is not as good as modem cameras. There may be some puIse lag which will
need calibration.
A GPS receiver records signds at regular epochs set by the user, such as every one

second. However, the camera exposure can occur at any time, and therefore the camera
position at the instant of exposure should be interpolated fiom the GPS position of the
antenna phase centre. Theoretically, the aerial carnera c m record exposure times with
high accuracy and the interpolation can be based on these times. However, GPS receivers

have an extremely accurzte time base, therefore; it is preferred to record exposure times
in the receiver. Most receivers have a simple cable comection from the camera. The

camera pulse is sent to the receiver whenever an exposm occm. The event time and an
identifier are recorded in the receiver data file. GPS receivers cm also send an accurate
Pulse-Per-Second (PPS)signal that is used to triger the camera at the even second pulse
nearest to the designed exposure time. In order to use the exposure pulse to mark the
occurrence of an event, the instant of a camera exposure should be exactiy defined. The
pulse is usually triggered when the fiducials are exposed ont0 the frlm in forward motion

compensation cameras. An image is created as soon as enough photons bit the silver
halide crystais to cause the ground control targets to begin to be exposed (Curry and
Schucknian, 1993). The errors caused by these ciming issues are srnail, but can be
modeled by introducing correction parameters to the bundle block adjustment program.

M e r the flight mission and film processing, the individuai frames and the GPS
event markers should be correlated. Some cameras can accept data fiom the receiver by
imprinting the tirne and approximate coordinates onto the Nm. Lacking such a system,

the camera clock can be set to GPS time so that GPS time is recorded for every frame
simplifiing the matching to event markers.

2.6.6.3. Antenna-Aerial Camera Offset

The GPS receivers record position data for the GPS antenna phase centre at the
instant of the exposure, but the coordinates of the exposure stations are required for the
block adjustrnenc. The offset vector between these two points should, therefore, be
detennined. if the location of the antema is directly dong the camera optical axis, the
offset vector comprises a single vertical component. if not, a more sophisticated
measurement method is required. The antema offset can be surveyed using geodetic
techniques (e-g., an,dar and distance measurements to the fiducial marks of the camera
and to estimated location of the antenna phase centre). The antenna manufacturer is

u s u d y able to provide the location of the antenna phase centre to centimetre level

accuracy. The measurements of rhe offset vector are camed out in the aircraft or camera
coordinate system. The coordinates of the antenna phase centre are @ven in a geocentric
coordinate systern (e.g., WGS84)- The bunde block adjustment is performed in a groundbased coordiaate system using the exposure station coordinates as weighted observations.
Since the aircraft attitude changes with respect to the ground coordinate system, three
orientation parameters, known as roll, pitch, and yaw, should be avaiiable to transfer the
3D antenna position to the camera's exposure stations. The bundle block adjustment
p r o k m cm be modifiai in such a way that it resolves the offset vector into the ground

coordinate system at every iteration based on the calculated values of the attitude
parameters. Coordinates for the exposure stations can then be updated. A formulation for

this modification is aven in Section 2. 6. 2. It is the antenna position that is actuaUy
constrained, with appropriate weight, while the camera exposure station moves about in
ground space with respect to the antenna

If the camera is not operated in a Iocked mode, the components of the antenua
offset vector in the camera coordinate system wiil change. Therefore, the orientation
andes in flight, for each frames should be recorded and used later in the block
adjustment. A ,"yro-stabilized camera mount can be used for this purpose.

2.6.6.4. Planning and Concerns for Fligbt Mission

The key to a successful GPS photopmmetry fight is careful mission planning.
Ail GPS receiver manufactures provide planning software, which helps to determine

satellite constellation for a particdar day, t h e , and location. Flights should be planneci
for a period during which at Ieast six or seven satellites are avaiiable, so that if phase lock
between one or two satellites is lost during a turn, carrier phase processing can still
continue. Even if only U A code pseudorange data are collected and processed, additional
satellites irnprove the geometry and increase the redundancy. The location of the master
station has to be carefully planned to rninimize multipath and obstruction effects.

Another parameter to be considered is the satellite cut-off elevation angle. It is
recommended to record data from satellites which are 15 degrees or more above the
horizon to reduce the errors introduced by atmosphere. The elevation mask can be
programmed in the receiver or set in the planning software. However, it is advantageous
to set a lower mask on the receivers during data acquisition which wilI help later to detect
and correct for cycle slips during tums. Low elevation satellites can usuaily be ignored by

post processing software.

All GPS receivers provide PDOP (Positional Dilution of Precision), which is an

indicator of the stren,oth of the satellite geometry. PDOP should be less than 5. A
should not be planned and executed when this parameter is greater than 7 or 8 during any

portion of the mission. There could be brief spikes in PDOP when satellites rise and set. ït

rnay be possible to process through a PDOP spike, and still achieve good results on either
side of spike.

The GPS data rate should be chosen according to the required accuracy of the
photo,orammetric project. Normaliy, a 1 Hz or 2 Hz rate is sufficient. Dependhg on
memory configuration, GPS receivers can record data fiom five to six sateiiites at a 2 Hz
rate for three to £ive hours in dual frequency mode. Data c m be logged to an extemal
device (e-g., PC)for longer fiights.

The receivers at both the master and remote stations should begin log,oing at
approximately the same time. Only data coliected simultaneously at both receivers cm be
post-processed.

Static initialization for the aircraft receiver is required in caxrier phase mode. This

can be done by remaining stationary on the runway for 5-10 minutes, and performing a
fast static survey to compute the base line between master and remote stations, or by

physicaiiy lining up the aircraft antenna over a known point on the runway, measuring the
height of the antenna and coiiecting a few seconds of data. It has to be remembered that
continuous phase lock must be maintained on at least 4 satellites once the static
initialization fias been done. The arnbi,ouity cm also be resolved using so cailed "On The

Fly" techniques. If possible, data should be coiiected in such a way that both carrier and
code post-processing methods c m be applied.
It is advisable to check the camera before take-off by shooting a few test
exposures with the camera connected to the receiver. Most receivers can indicate that an
event has been recorded.

The banking angie of the aimaft should be restrkted to 20-25 degrees during a
turn, depending on the satellite geometry. If carrier phase data are king collected, smaiier
banking anges wiii extend the flight duration. The receiver itseif has to be monitored for

sufficient battery power and satellite trackuig.

The maximum distance aiiowable between monitor and remote stations should be
chosen in such a way that the errors conmbuted h m atmosphere are negligible.

After compleung the flight, it is useful to a l i p the antenna over a known point
and collect a few seconds of data, or to carry out a second fast static survey if continuous

kinematic data are being collecced. In tbis way, the data can be processed backward, if
necessary. The data should dso be imrnediately downloaded to a cornputer and checked
for integity. The photo coverage of the project area has to be evaluated upon completion
of the flight.

cHAPTER3

GAP (GENERAL ADJUSTMENT PROGIUM)

3.1 Introduction~Overview

GAP is an integrated GPS, photogrammetric, and geodetic Ieast squares
adjustment program developed for this research. It can be used to perform least squares
adjustment of geodetic nerworks (e-g., distances, directions, azimuths), photogrammemc

blocks (e.g., image coordinates, exterior orientation parameters) or combined geodetic
photopmmetnc blocks. It c m also incorporate GPS derived positions of the exposure
stations into the block adjustment.

GAP was ori@aUy developed in Standard FORTRAN 77, and then ported to

FORTRAN 90. One of the important features of FORTRAN 90 is the capability for
dynamic memory allocation. The routines of this program are portable; no machine

dependent features and no operating system calIs are embedded in the code.

3.2 Sparse Matrix Solution

The bundle block adjustment usualiy requires the solution of a large system of
non-linear equations, with sparse structured and symmetric coefficient matrices. It can be

shown that, the no&

equations for a least squares problem are symrnetric. The fint

objective is to exploit the structure of normal equations by s t o ~ og d y the upper (or
lower) trianadar portion of normal ma&

N (equation 2.5). The unknown parameters, X,

can be ordered such that the non-zero elements of N faii in a diagonal band, whose width
is srnall compared to the dimension of the system. F i a m 3. 1. shows an example of this
band srorage stnicnire.

I
Bandwidth = 3

F-,i

Integer h a y
Diagonal index)

3. 1. F i e d Bandwidth Storage Structure (from Milbert, 1984)

l[n the example

shown, a i i non-zero elements fit into a bandwidth of three. This

structure c m be described by stohg the array indices of the diagona1 elements in an
integer array. If the bandwidth is one, the system is diagond. Conversely, if the
bandwidth is equal to the order of the normal matrix, then the system is full and sparse
suvcture is not exploited. Greater savings in storage and execution times c m be achieved

by using a variable bandwidth (profle) structure (Jennings, 1977). Figure 3.2. shows this
structure.

hteger Array
(Diagonal Index)
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Figure 3.2. Variable Bandwidth Storage Structure (from Mifbert, 1984)

The structure is again described by an index array. GAP is able to process large
least squares system by exploithg the sparse non-zero structure of a problem. Speed in
execution is attained by using a static data stmcture (Miibert, 1984), meaning that the
rows of the system are stored end-to-end in a single array. The price paid for this rapid

processing is that the structure of each Ieast squares problem should be known before the
equations are accumulated and solved. GAP consists of two modules: the fit module
performs the analysis of the structure of a least squares problem stored in an integer array,
while the second module solves the normal equations using the predetermïned stmcture.

The elements of the normal equations are saved in a real array to m e r improve storage.

The k t module carries out the following tasks:

* initialization of an integer array to store the address of the diagonal elements,
* accumulation of the comectivity information based on p p h theory (George
and Liu, 1993, and

* analysis of the structure, and subsequent minimixation of the bandwidth of the
normal equations.

King's algorithm (King, 1970), originally applied to simultaneously solve the
equations derived from network systems, is used to reorder the unknowns.

Once a structure has been determined, the least squares problem is ready to be
solved. The contribution of each observation equation (e-g., image coordinates, extenor
orientation parameters, GPS observations, gound control points) is accumulated one at a
time into the normal equations (i-e., surnmation of the normal equations). After ail the

observations have been processed, the system is solved using a cholesky factonzation

approach. singularities can be detected by using a smaU positive, singularity tolerance.

in addition to the solution vector,

k, of

the least squares solution. statistic

information (e-g., variances of unknowns, which is the diagonal elements of
obtained by inverting the normal ma&,

C ? ) can be

N. Hanson (1978) showed that the inverse

ekments of the normal equations can be computed within the prohle in place at no

greater cost than computing only the diagonal elements of the inverse. Variances of the

adjusted observations and variances of the residuals c m also be derived to perform a
reliability analysis. if desired.

Data abstraction and moduiarity which are important factors for structured
progamming, have been considered in the development of GAP. Data abstraction
separates the logical view of the data from the interna1 storage structure, whiie modules
perform specific tasks and make a minimum number of assumptions about processes in
other parts of the progra.cn [Milbert, 1984). The modules were designed as subpropms
sharing common variabtes, in order to d o w the user ease in discarding routines not

needed for a particular application.

The main flowchart of the program is shown in Fi,oure 3- 3. AU observations (e.g.,

photo coordinates, control points, exterior orientation parameters, geodetic observations)
are treated as weighted observations with appropriate weights. Therefore, to treat

orientation angles as unknown parameters to be solved, high standard deviatioos must be

assigned to these angies to reflect the unceRainty in the parameters. O n the other hand, to

constrain the positions of exposure stations ( e g , GPS data), low standard deviaaous
should be considered for these positions based upon the expected accuracy of these
observations.
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Figure 3.3. Flowchart of GAP
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Due to the huge number of unknowns for a k g e block of photography, the

"KING reordering scheme (King,1970) was adopted to minirnize the bandwidth of the
normal equations, and reduce the memory and CPU requirements. GAP can be run in
both conventionai block adjustment mode in which ail 6 exterior orientation elements are
solved as unknowns using ground conml points, and GPS assisted block adjustment
mode where coordinates of exposure stations are consuained using GPS data.

In GPS assisted aerial trian,@ation,

the antenna should be located directly over

the camera perspective centre for best results. In this case, there is a Z shifi (2coordinate
in GPS-OFFSET); otherwise, the camera should be locked in place during the flight or

the crab angle should be recorded whenever changed. The standard deviations of
exposure stations should be selected in such a way that they reflect the accuracy of GPS
camera stations.

3.4 Advanced Program Features

GAP also supports self-calibraihg bundle block adjustment. This means that, in
addition to the interior orientation parameters, additional parameters can d s o be
estimated to further improve the accuracy. There are typically 4 interior orientation
parameters: the camera constant, the principai point coordinates, and the y-axis scale
factor for the case of a CCD camera. GAP perrnits photowise, stripwise, or blockwise
solution of these parameters. In order to solve for intenor orientation parameters, it is

necessary to include standard deviations for these parameters when applying self
calibration. Principal point coordiaates are diEcult to estimate in a self-calibration mode
with aerial photography due to a high correlation with the camera leveling angles. Thus,
these parameters should be constrained., and their standard deviations should be set to
smaii values (Le., large weights). The y-axis scale factor is used when there is a scale
ciifference between the x and y photo axes, This is normally applicable to CCD cameras,
but may be useful to improve the results of conventional block adjustment.

GAP c m also solve for GPS drift parameters by including the GPS exposure time
of each photo, and an index vector, in order to apply them on stripwise basis. It is
important chat the GPS be processed in a special way to take advantage of the drift and
offset parameters being solved for each strip. It is also necessary to add cross strips to the
block to make it possible to solve for these extra parameters (6 per strip) with a minimum
ground control confi,pration ( 4 GCPs).

GAP c m also pexform a rigorous reliability analysis, in which the redundancy
numbers, interna1 and extemal reliability factors of the observations are computed, based

on the standardized residuals. The statistical information peaaining to the adjustment
parameters can be obtained by setnng the appropriate flag in the input me. This requires
that the least squares normal matrix be inverted.

RESULTS OF GPS ASSISTED AERIAL TRIANGULATION

This chapter deals with the results of GPS-photogrammetric block adjustments
obtained using both simulated and reaI data. Results fkom a simulated block triangulation
incorporating GPS-observed exposure stations are presented fust, A r which the results
from a medium scale mapping are discussed.

4.1 Simulateci Large Scale Mapping Project

As mentioned in C'napter I, to the author's knowledge, a thorough investigation
has not yet been carried out for GPS assisted aerial trimgdation, specificaiiy as applied
to large scale mapping and cadastral point determination. In these cases, the required

accuracy of the camera exposure stations is Iess chau 0.5 m. Therefore, reduction and
elimination of GPS errors (e-g., timing errors, aimospheric emrs, and especiaiiy errors
introduced from incorrect ambiguities) are important issues to be considered for large
scale GPS-photopmmetric blocks.

There are mainly two reasons that GPS has not been used for large scaie mapping
in the past; the sateilite configuration was not compIete until 1993, and also, intelligent

and advanced ambiguity resolution techniques were not developed unid recent years.

Both the precision and reliabiiity of bundle block adjustment with GPS data were
theoreticdly investigated using simuiated data The variance-covariance matrix of
unknown parameters (Qxx ), and the variance-covariance ma&

of residuals (Qw ), and

the weight matrix of observations (pu), as weil as independent check points, were used
to aid both precision and reliability analyses.

This study demonstrates the potential of GPS, even for large scale mapping
projects. The simulated block was made up IO strïps. The block parameters are shown in
Table 4. 1.

Table 4. 1. Idormation of Simulated Biock
Number of Photos

230

Number of Strip

8 + 2 Cross Strips

Terrain Elevation Difference

150 m

Photo Scale

1: 5,000

Focal Lena@

152 mm

Average Flying Height

900 m

Forward Overlap

60%

Side Overlap

30% & 60%

Photograph Format

23 cm x 23 cm

Precision of Image Coordinates

0.005 mm

Precision of GPS Data

0.02 - 1.0 rn

Precision of Ground Control Points

0.02 m & 0.1 m

Image coordinates for al1 pass points and tie points were derived using the
coliinearity equations (equations 2.1 and 2.2) based on simulated values for camera
exposure station coordinates, and attitude and ground coordinates of tie or pass points.

The image coordinates were contaminated with pseudo-randorn noise in order to better
simulate the real situation. The test design of GPS camera exposure stations is composed

of different accuracies ranging h m 2 cm to I m. Confiap.rations of ground control points
(GCPs) are shown ia Figure 4.1.
A - No ground control points,

B - 4 Ground control points at the corners of the biock,

C - Full ground control Points,

-

D Four pairs of ground control points and cross smps.

I

B (4 Ground Control)

A (No Ground Control)

C (Full Control)

D (4 Pairs of Ground Control + Cross Suips)

F i m a4. 1. Ground Control Configurations

There are two more configurations, E and F, which are almost the same as B and
D, but with 60% sidelap. Among these confi,wations, version C is a conventional block

adjustment and was considered for cornparison.

The main objective is to test and analyze various scenarios for GPSphotogammetric rnapping projects, These tests include various ground control
configurations, different sidelap, various accuracies for GPS coordinates of camera
exposure stations, different ground control point accuracies, and cross sûips.

These 6 configurations of pround control points for the simulated block form 6

main experiments camed out in this part of the research. However, it should be
rnentioned that within each of these experiments, several block adjustments were
executed, varying the accuracy of ground control points (Le., 0.02 m and 0.1 m) and GPS
derived positions of camera exposure stations (Le., 0.02 - 1.0 m).

The block adjusments were performed using the previously descnbed pro,oram,
GAP. For both precision and reliability analyses, the matrices Qxx and QvvP are

computed by the program. A local coordinate system was adopted for the datum of the
object points.

The results are based on the adjustments of the simulated block for the 6
experiments described above. They WU be presented in two parts. In the fmt part, the
theoretical and practical precisions will be derived for various scenarios, and reported in
graph format to facilitate interpretation. The reliability measures obtained from these

experiments wiii be presented and discussed in the second part. These results wilI also be
shown in graph format,

It is expected to obtain relatively good results for experiment E (Le., better than 3
cm accuracy for GPS accuracy of 0.5 rn or better). Lower accuracy is expected from

Experiment A, which has 30% sidelap and no ground conuol point (i.e., accuracy at the

level of 6 cm or better for GPS accuracy of 1 m or better). The expectation for other
experirnents is that their practical precision or accuracy wiii f d between 3 cm and 6 cm.

4.1.2. Precision Analysis of Simulated GPS-PhotogrammetricBlock

The covariance matrix of three-dimensional object points is generally considered

as a measure of theoretical precision:

D m = 4Qxx

where, Qxx is the cofactor mauix of the object points and

4.1

is the a priori variance

factor. The theoretical precision in one coordinate direction of the ith object point is given
by:
mi = GO

4Qxx)ii

The average theoretka1 precision of n object points is computed as:

The average practical precision (Le., accuracy) in
directions are:

each of the

X Y, and Z coordinate

where, hX,AY, and AZ are differences between the adjusted and simulated coordinates
of an object point. TLie simulated object points serve as check points in this sirnulated

block,

The theoretical precision of the photogrammetric block is determuied by inverting
the normal mauix of the observation equations in a least squares bundle block

adjusment. However, accuracy or practical precision is obtained by comparing the
computed coordinates of object points and coordinates derived from an independent
source. Theoretical and practical precisions converge to the same value if there are no
systematic errors and biases in the observations, and observations are close to their true
values.

Figures 4. 2 - 4.4 show the practical precisions of a i l object points and Fi,oures 4.
5 - 4. 7 depict the theoreticai precisions obtauied from the inversion of normal matrix,

respectively. In aii these figures, the ground control accuracy was assumed to be 0.02 m.
The program GAP was executed for various configurations of ground control with

different GPS accuracy of camera exposure stations.
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Figure 4. 6.Standard Deviations of Y Coordinate of Object Points
(Ground Control Accuracy = 0.020 m)

Figure 4. 7.Standard Deviations of Z Coordinate of Object Points
(Ground Control Accuracy = 0.020 m)

The foUowing conclusions c m be dexved from examination of these figures:

* Based on Fi,gues

4.2 - 4.4, if the accuracy of the camera exposure stations is better than

0.1 m, especiaily in height, then the adjusted coordinates are better than those obtained
from conventional block adjustment (codi,ouration C) regardless of whether the p u n d
control points are used or not

* The adjusted points are more precise than the GPS data with wbich the adjustment was
performed (Fi,oures 4.2 - 4.4). This impiies that the precision of point determination can
reach centirnetre level, provided the camera station accuracy is at the decimetre level.

*

Based on Figures 4.5 - 4.7, the standard deviations of the adjusted object points

decrease as the accuracy of GPS-derived camera exposure stations deteriorates, The rate
of deterioration is hi* for configurations A, B, and D, but increasing sidelap overcomes

this probiem (configurations E and F)-

*

The best results compared to those of conventional block adjustment were obtained

from confi,pation F, which inchdes 4 pairs of control points at the corners of the block,
60% sidelap, and cross stnps (Fi,wes 4.2 - 4.4).

* The accuracy obtained fiom configuration A (no ground control) and configuration B (4
ground control) are practicdy the same when the GPS exposure stations have 0.02 m
accuracy (Fi,oures 4.2 - 4.4). It should be mentioned that there was no datum deficiency

for this simulated block. Therefore, it can be concluded that the GPS-photogrammetric
block adjustments can be executed without ground control points, provided that the
datum transformation is known. The planimetric transformation between WGS84 and the

local coordinate system typically involves a straightforward procedure, but the height
transformation requires knowledge of the geoid.

Figures 4-8 - 4.10 show the accuracy for the same block when ground control
point accuracy is increased from 0.02 m to 0.1 m. As shown in these fi,oures, there is a
9% average deterioration in accuracy, which implies, to some extent, the insensitivity of

GPS controiled blocks to ground control points.
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Figure 4.10. Accuracy of Z Coordinaie of Object Points
(Ground Control Accuracy = 0.1 m)

The distribution of the theoretid precision of the object points obtained h m
inversion of the normal matrix for the upper right part (Le., a subset of the total project
area) of the block, and for various confi,ourations, are shown in Figures 4.1 1 through 4.19.
The foiiowing statements cm be developed fiom these figures:

* For GPS-photogrammetnc blocks, the theoreticai precision is worse both at the corners
and edges of the block (especially for blocks with no ground control, Fi,wes 4-Z 1 - 4.13).
Therefore, the flight strate3 of extra strips and photos is recommended.

*

The theoretical precision of adjusted object points in the interior part of the GPS-

photopmmetnc block is quite homogenous both in planimetry (conti.guration A or F),
and height (confi,ouration

F), but this is not true for conventional blocks (configuration

C). Thus, there is no need for verticai control points within the GPS-controlled blocks.
The theoretical precision of the Z coordinates of object points, obtained h m
configuration A, is not completely homogeneous, due to the fact that sidelap was 30% for
this configuration.
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4.1.3. The Reliability Analysis of Simuiated GPS-PhotogrammetricBIock

Three measures of reliability; namely, redundancy nurnbers, interna1 ~liability
factors, and extemal reliability factors, were derived. Ushg a confidence level of 99%,
and a power of 9395, the non-centrality parameter, go, is equal to 4.0. Figures 4. 20
through4. 27 show the global (i-e.,average) redundancy numbers for image coordinates,

GPS observations, and ground conuol points derived for various ground control
configurations.
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Based on these fi,p-es, the foilowing statements can be made:

*

In an aerial trian,di~ion bIock incorporating GPS data, the reliability of image

coordinates does not depend on ground control points at the corners of the block (Fi,oures
4.20 and 4.21, results for configurations A and B). Therefore, fkom the reliability point of

view, ground control points are not needed in a GPS assisted aenai trianplation.

* In a GPS assisted aerial uianC)dation,the average reliability of image points is not less
than chat in the conventional block adjustment (Figures 4.20 and 4.21). The reliability of

image points increases by 13% with GPS data having 2 cm accuracy, compared to GPS

data with 1 rn accuracy.

* The more precise the GPS data,

the s d e r their local redundancy numbers becorne

(Fiames 4.22 - 4.24). For the two different GPS accuracies (0.1 m and 0.50 m), the
redundancy numbers are 0.63 and 0.94, respectively. These values are "good" according
to Table 2.3. But compared with the poor reliability of the control points (0.02-0.4) in the

conventional block, the reliability of GPS data is at least 33% better, and more
homogeneous over the entire block.

* It

is well known that the reiiabîlïty of ground control points in a conventional block

adjustment is dependent on the location of the ground control points (Forstner, 1985).
Therefore, the replacement of the ground control points with GPS data cari alleviate the
poor reiiability of the control points as in a conventional block adjustment.

*

Based on Fiaours 4-20 and 4-21, in a GPS-photogrammeaic block 60% sidelap

(configurations E and F)improves the redundancy numben by 30%.

The effect of an undetected blunder in the observations on h o w n parameters
can be measured by extemal reliability. Figures 4. 28 through 4. 35 show the external
reliability factors (ERF)for various groups of observations.

Blunders in GPS data, that can not be detected statistically, do not signincantly
affect the adjusted object points. The extemal reliability of GPS data is almost better than
that of the gound control points located at the edges of the conventional block.

The

extemal reliability factors of image coordinates obtained fiom a l l ground contrai
configurations are almost equal, or better than, those obtained fiom conventionai block
adjustment (Fieours 4. 28 and 4. 29). The best results were achieved fkom ~onfi~aurations

E and F, where 60% sidelap and cross strips have been included. If GPS provides
accuracies ran,$ng fiom 0.1 m to 0.5 m, then the external reiiability factors of GPS data
are between 1 and 3, producing reliable results (Fi,wes 4 . 3 0 , 4 . 3 1, and 4.32).
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Figure 4. 35. Extemal Reliability Analysis of Z Coordinate of Ground Control Points
Obtained from Simulated Block

The external reliability factors of the image coordinates obtained from
configurations A and B are the same, implying that the gound control points do not have

a si,bnificant effect on this factor. In ail previous figures for reliability analysis, global
(average) values of various reliability measures were shown. Now, locai redundancy and
reliability factors of image points are considered. For this purpose, the local redundancy
numbers and reliability factors of image coordinates for con£i,aurations A and C are
shown in Fi,pres 4.36 and 4.37.

Comparing Fiogres 4.36 and 4.37 shows that the locd redundancy nurnbers and
reliability factors obtained ftom GPS-photogammetric block adjustment are 25% better
than those achieved from the conventional block adjustment.

This means that even if

these measures of reliability are examined locally, the GPS assisted aerial trianpiation
provides more reliable results.
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4.2. Jackson Project (Medium S d e Mapping)

This project was designed to support planimetrÏc mapping at the scde of

"1:10,000".The project area is located in and around the city of Jackson, Tennessee.

U.S.A., (Figure 4-38.), and was photographed using a film-based camem Aerial
uiangulation was required to achieve M.75 m horizontal accuracy for the facility and
land-based elements on the derived onhophotos and to support the generation of 5 m
contours within the area covered by photography. The project parameters are aven in

Table 4 . 2 .

Table 4.2. Roject Parameten
Region: Jackson Utility Division, TN
Purpose: Planimetric Mapping at 1 :10,000
Size of Project Area: 40 km by 20 km

Terrain Elevation Difference: 150 m
Photo Scale: 1:24,000

Number of Strips: (7 + 2 Cross Strips)
Number of Photos: 179
Number of Ground Control Points: 20 (Full)

Fonvard Overlap: 60%
Side Overlap: 30%
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Figure 4.38. The Study Area (from Greening et ai., 1994)

4.2. GPS Data Collection and Processing

GPS data were coiiected at a rate of 1 Hz using Trimble Navigation, Ltd. 4000
SSE dual kquency receivers. Two receivers were used; one as master station located
approxirnatety in the centre of the block, and the other one as remote station onboard the
aircraft. Various methods were used to process these data due to the receiver capabdity of
receiving both LI and L2 carriers. Double ciifference GPS processing techniques were
applied in aii methods, in order to eliminate or reduce the effects of some of the GPS
errors ( e g , timing errors and atrnospheric errors). Static data were collected prior to take-

off and after landing for ambiguity resolution, which also made possible the processing of
data in reverse mode. The coordinates of the antenna phase centre at each epoch were
determined using Kalman Ntering techniques, and "On The Fly" ambiguity resolution

techniques, whenever needed. The initial cycle ambiguities were determiaed using the
fixed baseline technique, and the data were then processed in a continuous kinematic
mode. The GPS data set was continuous throughout the flight mission, except for one Ioss
of lock at the beginning of the mission (while in static mode). The re-initialization was

performed after flight mission to v e w the correct determination of the ambi,@ties,

and

provide an independent check on the GPS data processing.

Twenty ground control points were established during an independent survey

using conventional DGPS static and rapid static processing techniques. The accuracy of
these points is within the range 10 mm + 10 ppm. Orthometric elevations were cornputed
from the GPS-derived eiiipsoidal heights by means of geoid undulations.

4.3. Kinematic GPS Processing of Jackson Data Set

The Jackson data set was processed using GRAFNAV. Information about this

prosam is gÏven in Appendix C,The data were processed using various methods, due to
the availability of both L1 and L2 camer frequencies. These methods are described in the

following sections. Indicator of the satellite geometry, PDOP (Positional Dilution of
Precision) is shown in Fi,pe 4. 39. As iliusuated, for most of the time, the PDOP is kss
chan 3, which is an acceptable value for airborne-GPS applications. Six to eight satellites
were tracked for the entire mission. The master station was established in the centre of the

photogammetric block to minimixe the distance between master and remote stations

which did not exceed 30 lan In ali methods of processing, the GPS data rate was 1 Hz.

The options used for each method are shown in Tabie 4.3.

Positional Dilution of Preciaon (PWP)

GPS Time (Seconds)

Figure 4.39. PDOP for Jackson Data Set

Table 4 . 3 . Processing Methods of Jackson Data Set
Single

OTF

Solution

Mode

Frequency
Method I

Yes

Processing

No

Yes

Float

Fornard

Yes

Yes

Float

Forward

No

Yes

Float

Reverse

According to the standards for medium scale mapping, the required accuracy for
camera exposure stations is less than I m.

The distance between the rnaster and the

remote stations (baseiine) was ais0 less than 30 km. Therefore, in all GPS processing
methods, the float solution was chosen. "On The Fly" ambiguity resolution option was
activated to take care of loss of Iock in the case of less than 4 satellites. Forward and
backward processing procedures were used. Both dual and single fiequencies were used
to compare the results, and detennine accuracy degradation due to the lack of L2 carrier

phase. Relative ionospheric correction did not improve the results, thus, this option was
turned off.

RMS values for L1 carrier phase data obtained fiom the three methods are shown
in Figure 4.40 - 4.42. There are just 4 spikes of 6 cm in d cases, which are assumed to
be caused rnainly by multipath. RMS values are about 2 cm for all methods. There is a

siight degradation in RMS when single fkequency was used (Method 2). Cornparison
between Fi,oures 4.40 and 4.42 show that the forward and reverse trajectories are
compatible. One of the advantages of using dual fiequency processing techniques is that it
helps to resolve ambiguity values quicker, because of widelane carrier phase processing

techniques. The rnean of RMS values for these t h e methods are 16.4, 17.1, and 16.9

mm, and the standard deviations are 12.0, 13.5, and 12.5 mm, respectively. Method 1
provides better results by comparing these values. ALthough there is 1 mm degradation in
the mean, and 2 mm in standard deviation, when single frequency is used, it is still an

acceptable accuracy for medium scale mapping.

RMS of L I Carrier Phase
(Mean = 16.45 mm, Sd = 12.03 mm)
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Fi,pre 4.40. RMS of Li Carrier Phase Obtained from Method 1
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Fi,we 4.41. RMS of L1 Carrier Phase Obtained from Method 2
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Fi,oure 4.42. RMS of L1 Carrier Phase Obtained fkom Method 3

GRAFNAV also generates a quality number, ranging from 1 to 6, which is a
hnction of the geometry of the sateliites, and RMS of the L1 carrier phase (1 is best and

6 is worst). The quality nurnbers for the three processing meîhods are shown in Fi,ws 4.
43 - 4. 45. The qualîty number is 1 for almost the entire flight mission when using both

L1 and L2 camer fiequencies. It was degraded a little when singIe frequency was chosen
to process the data (Method 2). This number for Method 3 (reverse processing mode) is
the sarne as that of Method 1.

Quality Number of GPS Proce~~sed
Data
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I

Figure 4.43. Quality Number Obtained from Method 1
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Figure 4.44. Quality Number Obtained fiom Method 2
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Figure 4.45. Quaiity Number Obtained fiom Method 3

In order to see the behavior of arnbiguities for the entire mission, ambiguity drifts
as computed by GRAFNAV are shown in Figures 4. 46 - 4. 48. The mean values of
ambi,@ty

drifts for Methods 1, 2, and 3 are 0.0008, 0.0018, and 0.0009 cycles per

second. The standard deviations of ambibouity drifts are 0.001, 0.0019, and 0.001,
respectively. These values show that ambi,ouities were relacively constant for the entire
fiight mission. Although there are some spikes due to loss of Iock on a particular satellite
during banking in Fi,-

4.47, these drifts are stili acceptable.

Ambiguity Drift of GPS Procelieied Data
(Mean = 0.0008, Sd = O.ûû1)

GPS Time (Seconds)

Figure 4.46. Ambiguity Drift obtained from Method 1

Ambiguity Drift of GPS Processed Data
(Mean = 0..0018, Sd = 0.0019)

GPS Time (Seconds)

Fi,oure 4- 47. Ambiguity Drift obtained from Method 2

Ambiguft Drift of GPS Proceseed Data
(Mean = O,-.
Sd = 0.001)

Figure 4.48. Ambiguity Drift obtained from Method 3

The differences in X, Y, and Z from forward and reverse mjectories were
computed. These differences are shown in Figure 4. 49. The X, Y,and Z differences are
less than 10 cm for ahost the entire mission, except one spike of 30 cm,which happened
at the middle of mission due to an abrupt change in satellite geometry.

1

l

Differenœs Beîween Forward and R e v e m Trajectories
(Method 1 6 Meihod 3)

1

GPS Time (Seconds)

1

Figure 4.49. DBerence Between Forward and Reverse Trajectories

4.4. Photogrammetric Processing of Jackson Data Set

The flowchart of the processing methodolog for GPS-assisted aerial triangdation
is shown in Figure 4.50.

This rigorous and integrated approach to the GPS-assisted aerial aianbdation has
been successfully irnplemented on Jackson project. As known, the GPS-photogrammetric
bundie block adjustment includes the simuitaneous, rigorous, 3-dimensionai least squares
adjustment of reduced image coordinates, GPS camera exposure station coordinates, and
ground control points, as weli as other auxiliary information which may be available.
These observation should be appropriately weighted.

u
Raw Image Coordinates

Image Rcfïncment

* intecior Orientation
* Amosphcric Refraaion

* Lens Distadon

Raw GPS data

ematic GPS Processin
WGS 84 Coomiinatc Ourput
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Film Dcfonnation
Exponirr Stanon Coordinalc Duivation

6
Reduced Image Coordinates

* httrpolating Exposurc Srations

* Rcducing COPcrspMiveCmnes
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GPS-Photogrammecric BIock Adjustment
* GPS Observations
* Image Coordinates
Ground Conml Points
* Independent Check Points

Transionnation
WGS 84 -> Local Level

Program: GAP

Adjusted Exterior Onentacion Parameters

Transformation
Local Level -> Desircd Map Rojccùon
* Transformauon Parameten
* Geoid Undulaùon

Figure 4. 50. Processing Methodology of GPS-Assisted Aerial Triargoulation

4.4.1. Methodology

AU p h o t o g ~ e t r ï cmeasurements were carried out on a Wild BC 1 analytical
plotter, with point transfer king under taken with a Wiid PUG device (Greening et al.,
1994). AU measured image coordinates were reduced to the fiducial coordinate system,

and corrected for systemtic emrs such as, principal point displacement, radial leus
distortion, nIm deformation, and atmospheric rektion. h g e coordinates were not
corrected for earth curvature effects, since the block adjustment was to be executed in a
Local Level Cartesian coordinate system (IL).
The reduced image coordinates serve as

input into the adjustment.

Coordinates of amenna phase centre were obtained £rom airbome kinematic GPS
processing, as d e s c n i in previous sections (Method 1). Ail camera exposures were
stored as tirne-tagged events within the GPS data file during the photographie mission.
Each instant of exposure was interpolated from the GPS processed data using linear
interpolation technique and subsequently reduced to the camera exposure stations
knowing the antema-camera offset and the attitude of the aircraft. The WGS84

coordinates of camera exposure stations were then transformed to the local level
Cartesian coordinate system by 3-dimensionai, rigorous uansformation, before being
introduced to the adjustment. The origin of this system was chosen to be in the centre of
the project area, such that XL,Y=,ZLcoordinate axes were closely oriented with respect
to the Northing-Easting-Up system.

The ground controI point coordinates were determined using GPS static
processing techniques and the baseiine vectors were rigorously adjusted through 3dimensional least squares adjustment software (Greening et al., 1994). These coordinates
were also transformed to the LL system h m WGS84.

The bundle adjustment was executed in the local level coordinate system. Various
configurations of GPS-photogrammetric block adjustment were executed based on the
following factors:

* Observationai weighting,
* Block geometry,

* Ground control conQouration, and

* Self calibration

4.4.1.1. Obsewational Weighting

The role of observational weighting in G P S - p h o t o ~ e t r i cblock adjustment
has not received adequate attention (Fraser, 1995). This is especiaUy important in the
presence of systematic error initiated fiom GPS and datum related error sources, as weil
as errors in the camera interior orientation parameters. Three types of observational data

are typically present in the GPS-photogrammetnc bundle block adjustment, namely,
image coordinate observations, GPS exposure station coordinates, and ground control
point coordinates. The observational weighting of the image coordinates directly
influences to the relative orientation of the block and to block shape in free space, while
the weight of GPS camera exposure stations and ground control points relate directly to
absolute positions. Relative weighting of observations has a direct impact on the
precision of aerial trianplation, especially in the presence of biases. A good exarnpIe

could be where both GPS and ground control observations have low weights. In this case,
the block is allowed to float to fit its best position for an optimal level of trian-dation
misclosure. The problem here is that the coordinate system is not sufficiently defined,
particularly with biases, and block shifts of a s i m c a n t amount c m not be avoided.

Assuming that a ~ p sand a ~ c pare the positional standard errors of GPS
observations and ground control points, and let cm and ccXYZ
be the standard errors of
object point coordinates and exposure station coordinates, respectively, obtained fiom a
fuUy controlled conventionai block adjustment. If

WPS

»G&,

the object space datum

is defined by the weight mauix of GPS observations ( PcPs). and the relative geometry of

the block triangulation will be determined by photopmmetric observations. The
situation is different when mps lecm ; in this case, the weight mauix of GPS
observations, p ~ p sserves
,
as a consrraint on the relative and absolute orientation of the
block. Incorporating ground control points can improve the absolute accuracy of the block
depending on the relative contributions of PGPSand PGCP (Le., the weight matrix of the
ground control points) and the presence of systematic errors (Fraser, 1995). For a block
with a smaii number of control points, the effect of ground control points is negIigible,
unless o ~ c «
p GGPS-

Photogrammetric blocks controlled by GPS air stations and no ground control
points could have some unfortunate results if interior orientation parameters are

contaminated by systematic errors. For example, a systematic error in focal Iength will
have a direct impact on the Z coordinate of object points.

En order that the ground control points play the domkant role on the absolute
orientation of the block, the conventionai block adjustment with just control points and
very small weights for GPS observations should be carried out.

A favourable procedure found in this study is that the bundle block adjustment

can be executed using GPS exposure stations, with appropriate weights through P ~ p s ,
and available ground control points with a simultaneous 3D similarity transformation.

This transformation accounts for small ciifferences in origin, orientation, or scale between
the ground coordinate system and airbome GPS system.

Inclusion of stripwise cirifi parameters allows for compensation of these
systematic errors and, therefore, GPS signal interruption between strips can be tolerated
(Fraser, 1995).

4.4.1.2. Block Geometry

Loss of satellite lock, with subsequent cycle slips and difficulties in recovering the GPS
ambiguity resolutions, have been viewed as a signincant problem and e m r source for
airbome bernatic GPS applications (Fraser, 1995). Error modeling through inclusion of

drift parameters in the block adjustment allows the m o d e h g of the errors introduced by

the approximate ambi,Wty solutions through smpwise siiifts and cime-dependent linear
drift terrns (Ackermann and Schade, 1993). These six parameters per strip will destabilize

the geometry of the block, and might have some negative impacts on recovery of a l l
unknowns in the adjustment (e-g., sin,@arity

of normai matrix). Therefore, cross strips

are employed to overcome this problem, making it possible to recover a i l unknown
parameters. It has to be mentioned that the airbome GPS data should be coiiected in a
speciai way (Le., locking on new course GPS positions derived from C/A code
pseudorange after signal interruption), in order to use drift parameters in a block
adjustment.

4.4.1.3. Self Calibration

In order to furrher improve the accuracy of combined GPS-photogammetric
bundle bIock adjusment, the self caiibration approach was aiso considered. Seifcalibration bundle block adjustments were carried out with and without additionai
parameters. GAP uses three different techniques to f o d a t e the additionai parameters;
conventionai lens distortion formulas, Brown's formulas, and harmonic functions.

4.4.2. Combined GPS-Photogramrnetric Bl&

Adjusbnent Resnlts

Based on the GPS-denved coordinates of the exposure stations, various gcound
control coafi,ourations (Figure 4. l), and image coordinates of al1 tie and controi points,
combined GPS-photopmmetric block adjustments were carried out for different
experiments.
The goal is to investigate and analyze various methods for a real GPSphotogrammetric medium scale rnapping project. These experiments include various
ground control configurations, self-calibration, cross strips, and 3D transformation
between GPS and GCP coordinate systems. The characteristics of each experiment are
depicted in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Methodologies For Combined GPS-Photopmmetric Blodc Adjustment
Method

1

2
3
4

5

6
7

8

Ground
Control
Confi,ouration
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
D

Self Calibration
(Basic Interior
Orientation)
No
No
YES
NO
YES
NO
YES
YES

Cross
Strips

3D
Transformation

NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
E S

OGPS OGC
(ml
(m)

1

0.25
0.25
0.25
1000.0
lOOO.0
0.25
0.25
0.25

O. 1
O. 1
O. 1
0.1
0.1
O. 1
O. 1
O. 1

In order to appreciate the results obtained fkom these experiments, the second
experiment is explained in more detail as an example for other experiments.
confikuration B from Figure 4.1, which has 4 ground control points at the corners of the

block, was chosen as the ground control con6guration. Neither self-calibration nor cross
strips were used for this adjustment The standard deviation of the GPS denved
coordinates of the exposure stations and ground control points were set at 0.25 rn and 0.1

m, respectively. These values are converted to weights for these kinds of observations and
introduced to the block adjusment. The option for a 3D similarity transformation
between GPS and GCP coordinate systern was also turned off for this experiment. After
assigning the appropriate options, the combine bIock adjustment was executed using
GAP.

Experiments 7 or 8, which include cross smps, are expected to offer better results
compared to other experiments. On the other hand, experhnent 1, with no ground control
and no cross strips, is expected to have the least accurate results.

4.4.2.1. Results Obtained from the Experiments using Real Data

The Root Mean Square Error M E ) of the check points for Jackson project is
shown in Figure 4.5 1 for ail scenarïos, As shown in this fiabure, there is a systematic error
associated with Z (two times p a t e r than that of X or Y coordinate) when no selfcalibration parameters and no cross strips are included. Applying self-calibration (basic
interior orientation parameters) and including cross stnps removes this systematic emr,
and implies that fixing the wrong focal Iength in a bundle block adjustment would have a
direct impact on the Z coordinate. Another conclusion is that there is still a need for
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vertical control across the block, which can be replaced by cross strïps- The c o m m o n

conclusion is that using self-calibration techniques, and including cross strips, improved

the accuracy of Z coordinate of the object points- The theoretical precision obtained h m
inversion of normal matrix was also compatible with the practical precision obtained

from check point coordinates (Fi,oure 4.52).

RMS of Check Point Coordinaîes for Jackson Block
1 ,

2

3

6

Method

Figure 4.5 1. RMSE of AU Check Points Obtahed from Jackson Block

I

I

Average of Standard Deviationsof Tie Point
CoordinaesObtained from Inversion of Normal Matrix

I

I

Figure 4.52. Standard Deviations of Ali Tie and Pass Points
Obtained fiom Jackson Block

To determine whether incorporating addiuonal self-calibration parameters wodd
improve the results, self-calibration block adjustments were canied out using three
models for formulating additional parameters, namely: conventional radial and
decenrering distortion model (method 7-l),Brown's formulation (method 7-2). and

harmonic functions (method 7-3). For this purpose, six control points were used and cross
strips were also included in the adjustment. Fi,oure 4.53 shows the RMSE of check points
when additional parameters were appiied. h can be seen that the conventional model for
additional parameters offered better results (method 7-1) compared to the results obtained
from the other two methods, impiying that the additional parameters used in Method 7-1
modeled the lens distortion better that those of other two methods. Comparïng Fi,-

4.53 and Figure 4.51 show that an improvement of 30 mm in Z was feasible when
applying additionai parameten- It is specuiated that the muon that applying additional
parameters did not improve the resuits significantly is that the distortion characteristics
(both radial and decentering lens distortions) of the camera are low.

-

- --

-

-

- -

RMS of Check Point Coordinatesfor J a c h n Block

Figure 4.53. RMSE of Check Points (Additional Parameters inciuded in The Adjustment)

To assess the change in focal length from the laboratory calibrated value, and the
focal lena& obtained fiom self-caiibration block adjusment, F i D u 4. 54 shows this
value for various methods. There is a 50pm difference (1.2 m in Z in the object
coordinate system) between the focal length obtained fiom laboratory and the one
obtained fiom Method 7-1. This implies the difference between the conditions (i-e.,
temperature, pressure, etc.) of the laboratory calibration and the field calibration.

F

1

l

1

!

Comparirrrn Beiwedn The Focal Length Obtained
From Laboratory and The Focal length Obtained
From Self Calibration Bundle BIock Adjustment

Method

1

Figure 4.54. Focal Length Obtained From Various Methods for Jackson Block

In the reliability analysis, redundancy numbers and external reliabiiity factors of
image coordinates, GPS observations of exposure stations, and gound control points
were extracted using the variance covariance matri. of residuais and weight matrix of
observations. Fi,aures 4. 55 - 4. 57 show the redundancy numkrs for these three types of
observations, and for the various processing methods. Redundancy numbers for both x

and y image coordinates obtained fiom Methods 6,7,and 8 (GPS-assisted) are marginalIy
better than those obtained £rom Methods 4 and 5 (conventional block adjustment),
c o n f i i g that incorporating GPS coordinates of the camera exposure stations into the
photogamrnetric block improves the rehability of image coordinates. Redundancy
numbers for image coordinates obtained fkom method 2 or 3 (4 ground control points
included) and those of Method 1 (no ground control point) are almost the same.

Therefore, including ground control points in the GPS-photogrammetric block has little
impact on the reliability of image coordinates, Redundancy numbers of GPS coordinates

of the carnera exposure stations are the same for a i l processing methods (Fi,-

4. 56).

This was expected due to the fact that GPS exposure station coordinates were assigned
the same precision for a i l methods. Iucluding cross stnps in a GPS photogammetric
block adjustment improves not only the accuracy of the block, but the reliability of the
ground control points as weii (Fi,oure 4-57).
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Redundancy Numbers of Image Coordinates
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1

Figure 4.55. Redundancy Nurnbers of Image Points Obtained from Jackson Block
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Fi,oure 4-56. Redundancy Numbers of GPS Coordinates of Camera Exposure Stations
Obtained from Jackson Block
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Figure 4.57. Redundancy Numbers of Coordinates of Ground Control Points
Obtained from Jackson Block
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The external reliability factors of image coordinates, GPS coordinates of the
exposure stations, and ground control points are shown in Fi,g.ues 4.58

- 4-60. The

extemal reiiability factors for x and y image coordinates, Figure 4.58, obtained h m di
methods are ranked as acceptable and good according to Table 2.2. However, Metfiods 6,
7, and 8 improved these values by 10%.Figure 4.59 shows the extemal relïabÏiity factors

for GPS observation, in wiiich aii methods offer comparatively the same results due to the
fact that the GPS accuracy was considered the same for aU methods.
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Figure 4. 58. Extemal Reliability Factors of Coordinates of Image Points
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4.59. Extemal Reliability Factors of GPS Coordinates of Camera Exposure

Stations
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Figure 4.60 External Reliability Factors of Coordinates of Ground Control Points

NEW APPROACH DEVELOPED FOR SINGLE STRIP

AERIAL TRIANGULATION

Previously, ground control points, typically in the form of planimetric points
along the perimeter of the block and relatively dense chains of vertical points across the
biock, were mandatory for relating the image coordinate system to the object coordinate

system, and to ensure the geometnc stability of the conventional aerial block. The
minimum control requisement for absolute orientation of the block is three non-collinear
points. For a GPS-photogrammetric block, condition is fulfiUed by using GPS
observations at the perspective centres as "control points". However, in the case of strip
triangulation, the GPS observations of the exposure stations are almost collinear dong a
strip. The above condition is no longer satisfied and, therefore, the roll angle (Le., the
rotation about the flight h e ) can not be recovered reliably. This makes the use of ground
control points necessaq in strip trianodation to solve for a l l extenor orientation
parameters (Alobaida, 1993).

This chapter describes a new technique for GPS controlled strip triangulation
using geometric constraints of man-made s m c ~ (e-g.
s high voltage towers and hi&rise buildings) located approxirnately along the flight line. The effects of the accuracies of
different GPS measurements were also investigated. Precision and reliability analyses

were perfomed on both simulateci and red data. AU results were obtained using the
program GAP developed for this study.

S. 1. GPS Controlled Strip Trianguiation with Geometric Constrainîs of Man- Made
Structures

The inherent geometry of a block and the common tie points in consecutive strips
make it possible to recover ali three rotation angles in the cornbined block adjusment.
Unfortunately, this method c m not be used for a singe stnp, since the GPS coordinates of
the exposure stations cm not adequateiy recover the roll angle of the aircraft. As a

consequence, control introduced by airborne-GPS leaves an ill-conditioned, if not
singular, system of normal equations- However, ground control points have traditionaily
been used dong the flight line to overcome this problem.

A new technique for GPS controlled strip triangulation was developed based on

geometric constrains derived fiorn man-made structures (e.g. high voltage towers, high
rise buildings) located dong the flight iine (Fimaure5.1). The principle of this technique is

based on 2D (X, Y) coordinate difference observations (Le., the horizontal coordinate
differences between the top and the bottom of any vertical structure). The approach is
based on the assumption of verticality of man-made structures (Le., top and bottom of the
structure should have the same horizontal coordinates).

Photo

' Bottom of the Structure

High-Voltage Tower
(Vertical Constraïnt)

Figure 5. 1 Vertical Consm.int in A Single Strip Trianedation

The observation equations for these constraints, with appropriate weights, are
introduced into the combined strip adjustment. The constraint observation equatioa for
any vertical structure is written as:

where
(xjd

are the horizontal coordinates of the top of the structure,

(xi ,yi)

are the horizontal coordinates of the bottom of the structure,

(dm,
&)

are the variances of the coordinate differences,

is the weight matrix of the coordinate differences.

The weights for these equations should be appropriately chosen to account for
possible smail deviations from verticality. Notably, the absolute ground coordinates of the
structure are not required, since only the coordinate differences of the top and the bottom
of the structure are introduced, and the points on the structure are treated as horizontal
pass points. The concept is to use a number of towers dong the flight line, to ailow

recovery of the roll angle of the aircraft and, hence, min;rri;ze the number of ground
control points in strip mangulation.

5.2. Methodology for Simulated Data

Many experiments were conducted to evduate the performance of the new model.
One singe strip of 50 photographs was simulated- The interior and exterior orientation
parameters were predefined. The image coordinates of a l l object points ( p a s points and
tower points) were computed using the known exterior orientation of each photograph.

Tabie 5. 1 lists the information conceming this simulated strip.

Table 5. 1. Simulated Sirip

Srtip Information
Number of Photos

Photo Scale

Focal Len,oth
Terrain Elevation Difference
Average Flying Height

Forward Overlap
Photopph Format
Accuracy of Image Coordinates
Accuracy of Ground Control Points
Accuracy of GPS
Tower Height
Number of Towers
Number of Pass points per Photo

The behavior of the new mode1 was studied using various GPS accuracies at the
perspective centres. The performance of the technique was evaluated using the standard
deviations of the coordinates of pass points obtained fiom theïr variance-covariance
matrix, and comparing the adjusted coordinates with "true" sirnulatecl coordinates. The

foilowing methods of strip adjustment were carried out:

1 - GPS-photogramrneûic strip adjustment with 2 p u n d control points and

without tower points,
2 - G P S - p h o t o ~ e t r i strip
c adjustment with no ground control points and with

tower points,
3 - Full control stnp adjustrnent (no GPS data)

5.2.1. Results with Simulated Data

Fi,pre 5. 2 shows the root mean square error (RMSE)of X, Y, and Z coordinates

of ail pass points for scenario without tower points and Figure 5.3 shows the RMS of X,

Y, and Z coordinates of ali pass points with the inclusion of tower points. The RMS of X,
Y, and Z coordinates of pass points for the full ground control adjustment are 45, 57, and
197 mm, respectively.

RMS of Adjusted Object Coordinates
(method 1)

0.25

0.5
GPS Accuracy (ml

7

Figure 5.2. RMS of X, Y, and Z Coordinates of Al1 Object Points (method 1)

RMS of Adjusted Object Coordinates
(method 2)

0.25

0.5

1

GPS Accuracy (m)

Fi,we 5.3. RMS of X, Y, and Z Coordinates of Al1 Object Points (method 2)

Fi,oures 5. 2 and 5.3 show that if GPS can provide accuracy at the level of 0.25 to
0.5 m for camera exposure stations coordinates, the RMS values for ail object coordinates

are better or equal to those obtained from the full ground control version for this scale of
photography. These results confirm that constraint information from the tower points can
replace the gound control points and eliminates the need for the second strip of
photography which has been adapted conventionaliy to improve the geornetry of the strip.
To see how thïs technique recovers the roll angle of the aircraft,

5.4, 5. 5, and 5.

6 show the adjusted roll angle of each photo obtained fiom the 3 methods ( 0 ~ =CL25
~ s
rn). As seen in these fi,ms, the adjusted roll ange recovered from method 2 (tower
points included) is almost the same as that obtained fiom method 3 (full ground control
version).

Photo Number

Fiame 5.4. Adjusted Roll Angle from Method 1

-

,

+Rdl Angle l

Photo Number

Figure 5.5. Adjusted Roll Ange from Method 2
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5.6. Adjusted Roii Angle fiom Method 3

In the reliability analysis, redundancy numbers, intemal reiiability factors, and
extemal reliability factors were computed for various observations (image coordinates,
GPS coordinates of exposure stations). Table 5. 2 and 5. 3 show the reliability rneasures
for image coordinates and GPS coordinates of exposure stations for the various rnethods.

Table 5.2. Reliabili~Measures for Iinage Coordinates Obtained h m Simulated Stnp

-

Method

2

1

3

Reliability

Measure

x

Y

X

Y

X

Y

rt

0.28

0.1 1

0.34

0.54

0.23

0.39

60.i

8.34

12.52 8.41

5.73

9.96

6.61

7.21

11.85 7.11

3.93

8.98

5.21

-

60.i

--.
Table 5.3. Reliability Measures for GPS Denved Coordinates of Exposure Stations
Obtained from Simulated Strip
Method

1

Reliability

Measure
I

4.66 4.34 4.42

NIA

2.37

NIA

1.67 1.85

h

-

These values are rated as good (0.5 c ri, goj < 4.0), acceptabIe (0.1 1 ri < 0.5,
4.01&,i<10.0),

bad (0.041ri<0.1, 1 0 . 0 ~ ~ o ~ ~ 2 0and
. 0 ) not
,
acceptable (ti<0.04,

20.0~&,i)(Forsmer, 1985). The best values for the reliability measures have been

obtained from method 2 which implies that including tower points in the GPS controiied

strip triangulation improves the reliability of both image coordinates, especially the ycoordinates in this case.

5.2. 2, Minimum Number Of Tower Structures Required For A GPS Single Strip

TrianNation

in order to End out the minimum number of towers wbich are needed to serve as
consua.int, GPS single strip adjustments were carried out for the different number of
tower structures. Table 5. 4 shows the RMSE of the check points for the X, Y, and Z

coordinates. This table shows that if there is one tower every five photos (Le., 11 towers),
then the same results c m be expected as those obtained h m the case that there is one

tower per photo.

Table 5.4. RMSE of Check Points for Various Number of Towers

5.2.3. Height of the Tower Structures

Various trials of GPS single stnp adjustments were executed based on different
heights for the tower stmcnires. It was found that the taUer the structure, the better the
accuracy of the adjustment, as intuitively expected. Table 5. 5 shows the RMSE of the
check points for various trials. It c m be concludeci kom this table that for a typical large
scale mapping project if imagery c m provide towers with heights in the range of 2% to

7% of flying height, then the

GPS single sûip adjustment with constrained tower

structures can offer the required accuracy.

Table 5- 5. RMSE of Check Points for Various Heights of Towers

1

Height Of Tower (m)

1 X (m) 1

Y (m)

1

Z (m)

5.3. Methodology for Real Data

Encouraging results from the simulaited data convinced the author to apply this
new technique on a real data Tram Alta Ltd. of Calgary, AB conducted a comdor
mapping project in 1992, in an area east of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada The information
for this project is shown in Table 5. 6. A fully-controlled conventional block adjustment
was executed to estimate the camera exposure stations and sirnulate airbome GPS data,
due to the fact airbome GPS data were not available. Image coordinates of ali control and
pass points were provided by Tram Alta Ltd., while the image coordinates of tower points
were measured using a Wild AC1 available at the Department of Geomatics En,+eering.

Table 5.6. Project Parameters

Purpose of Photography: Comdor
Mapping, East of Edmonton, Canada

Nurnber of Photos
Number of Strips

Photo Scale
Focal Lenath
Average Te-

Elevation Difference

Average Rying Height

Forward Overlap
Photograph Format
Precision of Image Coordinates
Precision of Ground Control Points
Precision of simulated GPS
Number of Ground Control Points

Number of Check Points
Tower Height
Number of Towers
Number of Pass points per Photo

Three scenarios were selected from the geometric configurations of control and
tower points as:
1 - Photogrammetric strip adjustment with two ground control points,

2 - GPS-photogrammettic strip adjustment with tower points and no controI

points,
3 - GPS-photogrammetric block adjustment used as a reference.

5.3.1. Results with R

d Data

Fi,wes 5. 7 and 5. 8 show the RMS values for check points obtained fiom
methods 1 and 2, while Fi,oure 5. 9 shows the same value for Method 3 (block of two
strips). By comparing these three fi,oures, it can be concluded that best resuits were
achieved using Method 2, in which the tower points were included in the bundle strip
adjustrnent. It is interesthg to note that the RMS values of Z coordinate of check points
obtained from Method 2 is similar to that of the X and Y coordinates.

1

Figure 5.7.RMS of Check Points Obtained frorn Method 1

I
I

IWS of Check Point Cooranaîesfor StnpmCuntrdled by GPS
Exporure Staf onsand Tawer Poing

Figure 5. 8. R M S of Check Points Obtained from Method 2

Figure 5.9. RMS of Check Points Obtained from Method 3
Table 5. 7 and 5. 8 show the reliability measures for image coordinates and GPS
coordinates of exposure stations for the various methods obtained from real data.
Including the tower points in a single smp adjustment increases the reiiability of the suip
(Tables 5 . 7 and 5 . 8 ) .

L atxe 3. 1 .

Keiiaoiriry Measures ror m a g e Loorarnaces ubramea rrom K e a uara
Method

Reliabiiity
Measure

Table 5.8. Reliability Measures for GPS Derived Coordinates of Exposure Stations
Obtained from Real Data
Method

2

1

3

Reliability

X

Measure

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

ri

0.71 0.64 0.77

0.74 0.69 0.76

N/A

60.i

4.78 5.03 4.58

4-66 4.84 4.62

N/A

Z

The results obtained fiom both simulated and real data show that if kinematic

GPS can provide decimetre-level accuracy for the camera exposure stations, then the strip
adjustment can be carried out without any gound control points as long as the datum
transformation is known. Normaliy, two or three strips of photography are taken to
recover the roil angle of the aircraft and to increase the geornetry of a singe suip. This
new technique for single stnp adjustment eliminates the need for multiple strips of
photography and reduces si,onificantiy both the time and the cost of the mapping project.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,AM) RECOMMENDATIONS

A thorough anaiysis of GPS assisted aerial trianeplation was carried out in this

research. This analysis examined both the precision and the reliability of the combined
GPS-photogrammetric blocks. Real data were used for the medium scale mapping, while
for the large scaie mapping, data were simulated.

A new technique for the single strip aerial triangulation was developed in this

study. This technique takes advantage of geometric constraints of man-made structures to
stren,~en the geometry of the single strip. This was demonstrated using simulated and
real data for a singe smp.

A comprehensive software package, GAP (General Adjustment Program) was

developed to integrate GPS, geodetic, and photogammeuic observations in a single
unified least squares adjustment. Et can be used to adjust a geodetic network, a
photograrnmetric block, or a combined geodetic-photogrammetnc block. It can also
incorporate GPS positions of the camera exposure stations into the block adjustment. Due
to the huge number of unknowns for a large block of photogaphy, the "KINGreordering
scheme was adopted to minimize the bandwidth of the normal equations and reduce the
memory and CPU requirements. GAP cm be used to carry out both precision and
reliability analyses.

6.2. Conclusions

Based on the results obtained hm real data for a medium scale mapping
(1: 10,000), the foilowing conclusions can be drawn:

Although using a dual frequency receivers like the one used in this study (Trimble
4000 SSE) can take advantage of a h e a r combination of L1 and L2 observations to

eliminate the effects of the ionospheric errors, and to resolve the arnbipities quicker
and more reiiable, the results obtained fiom LI carrier phase data did not deteriorate

significantly as compared to the L1L2 results (Fiagres 4-40 and 4.41).

Accurate and reiiable results in kinematic airborne GPS applications depend on the
number of satellites being tracked, satellite geometry, the flight strip len,&,

the

stability of the signal reception in the individual smps, the inclination of the aircd2
in the tuming loops, and the consistency of the weather conditions.

It is important to appmpriately weight the various observations in the combined GPS-

photogrammetric block adjustme~tin the presence of the systematic errors initiated
from GPS and daturn related ermrs, as well as errors in the interior orientation
pararneters of the camera

GPS-photograrnmemc block is aliowed to float to fit its position if low weights are
assigned to both GPS observations and ground control points. However, the problem
anses that the coordinate system is not sufficiently dehed. GPS-photogrammetric
block adjustments with no grouad control points may have some unfortunate results if
the interior orientation parameters are contaminated by systematic errors.

In order to account for the ciifferences between the ground control coordinate system
and the GPS coordinate system, a d to compensate for any systematic erroa
introduced fiom the intenor orientation, self-caiibration bundle bIock adjustment was
carried out with appropriate weigbts for the GPS observations and available ground
control points, and a simultaneous 3D similarity transformation between the two
coordinate systems.

The best results for medium scaie mapping were obtained by solving for the
additional parameters in a self calibration block adjustment, and including 4 ground
control points at the corners of the block (Methods 7 or 8, Figure 4.5 1).

Based on the results obtained using simulated data for a typical large scaie
mapping project, (1:2,000), the following conclusions can be drawn:

Due to the hi& accuracy needed for îhis type of mapping (less than 0.1 m), GPS
coordinates of the exposure station should be determined with centimetre accuracy.
The GPS data rate has to be selected as high as possible (1 or 0.5 Hz)to minimize the
exposure station interpolation error. A dual frequency GPS receiver can take
advantage of "widelane" observable for an accurate and reliable recovery of integer
ambiguities. An advanced "On The Fly" ambiguity resolution technique helps to
recover the ambiguities correctly.

The accuracy of the adjusted object point coordinates obtained from GPSphotogammetric block adjüstment are better than those obtained fiom the
conventionai block adjustment, provided that the accuracy of the GPS coordinates of
the exposure stations are better than O. 1 m (Figures 4.2 - 4.4).

The adjusted object point coordinates are more precise than GPS coordinates of the
exposure stations implying bat the accwacy of point determination can be at
centimetre level while the camera station accuracy is at decimetre level (Figures 4.2 4.4).

From both the accuracy and reliability points of view, the best scenario for a GPSphotogramrneuic block is to have a 60% sidelap, plus cross strips, to improve the
geometry of the block (Figures 4.14 - 4.16 and Figures 4.20 and 4.21).

Based on Figures 4.1 1 - 4.13, the fight strategy of extra strips and photographs is
recommended due to the fact that the precision is worse both at the corners and edges
of the block, especiaiiy for a block with no p u n d control points.

The distribution of the precision of the object point coordinates in the interior part of
the GPS-photogrammetric block is homogeneous both in pianimetry and height

(Figures 4.14

- 4.16). Conventionai blocks normdy include a dense distribution of

the ground control points to reach such homogeneity of precision.

The reliability of the image coordinates does not depend heavily on the ground
control points in a GPS-photogrammetric block (Fi,oures 4.20 and 4.21). Therefore,
ground control points are not required in a GPS assisted aeriai triangulation from the
reliability point of view. The average reliability of the image coordinates obtained
from a GPS-photogammetric block adjustment is better than that of the conventionai
block adjustment.

The replacement of the ground control points with GPS observations of the exposure
stations cm thoroughly avoid the poor ~iiabiiityof the ground control points in a
conventional block adjustment (i.e., confi,wation F, Figures 4.25 - 4.27).

From the extemal reliabiiity point of view, GPS-photogrammetric blocks offer more

reliable results as compared to the conventional blocks (Configuration D, E, or F,
Figures 4.28 - 4.29).

An important part of this dissertation was the development of a new technique for

a single strip aenal manplation. This technique is based on the geomemc consa-aints of
vertical man-made smctures. Based on the results obtained from both simulated and real
data, the foiiowing conclusions can be made:

If the coordinates of the exposure stations can be provided by GPS with the accuracy
at

the range of 0.2 m to 0.5 m, then the results of the GPS single strip bundle

adjustment are better or equd to those obtained h m the full ground control stnp
adjustment (Figure 5.3).

The roll angle of the camera cm be recovered reliably using the tower structures in a
GPS single strip aerial trian,glation (Figure 5.5).

Based on Table 5.2, including the tower points in a GPS controlled strip adjustment
improves tbe reliability of both image coordinates, especiaiiy the y coordinates of the
image points.

The best results, using real data, were achieved fiom the method in which the tower
structures were included in the strip adjustment when compared to the results from

the GPS-photogrammetric bundle block adjustment with two parallel strips (Figures
5.8 and 5.9).

If imagery c m provide tower structures with heights in the range of 2% to 7% of the

flying height, the GPS single strip adjustment with constrained tower points can offer

the required accuracy for a typical large scde mapping according to Table 5.5. The
greater the number of tower points, the better the accuracy of the strip adjustment.
However, the minimum number of tower points is 1 in every 5 photos.

This new technique eliminates the need for multiple strips of photograph and has a
positive impact on both the tirne and the cost of the mapping project.

6.3. Recommendations

The foilowing recommendations are proposed for the future studies:
Aithough the impiementation of the new technique for a singe strip aend
trianodation was perfonned on real data, the airbome GPS data was simulated using
"inverse photogrammetry" technique (projecting from the ground and tie points to the
exposure stations). It is recommended that this new technique be examined using the
actual airborne GPS data coiiected in a photogramrnetric flight mission.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the best scenario in mapping pmjects is the direct

acquisition of the exterior orientation parameters to accuracy sufficient that the aerid
uiangulation can be neglected. GPS multi-antenna approach in an airborne
applications offers 10 arc minute accuracy, which is far fiom what is required. The

main errors for attitude determination using GPS corne fiom multipath and incorrect
integer ambi,@ties.

Therefore, more research needs to be done to reduce these errors.

An alternative is to use an integrated GPS-INS to fully rneasure aii parameters of the

exterior orientation. The high cost of INS is a factor to be considered

Overparametrization is a problem with using 6 linear shift and drift parameters per
strip in a GPS-photogrammetric block adjustrnent. Sin,darity of the normal equation

occurs when addiag these additional unknown parameters to the regular unknown
parameters. Cross strips or c h a h of vertical poiats across the Mock offers remedy to
this problem, which directly affect the cost and the time of the mapping project.
Another solution is to introduce GPS data recorded during the photo flight mission
directly into the combined block adjustment without weakening the block by
additional shift and drift parameters. With this method, one correction for every
tracked satellite is required, If no cycle slip has been detected for some satellites, then,
these satellites are comecting the flight strips and cross strips are not needed.
Preliminary resuits for this method as obtained by Jacobsen (1996) are promising.

However, more research needs to be done in this area to exploit the effectiveness of
this integrated approach.
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CONCEPTS AND MODELS OF GPS KINEMATIC POSTTIONING

Global Positioning System (GPS)concepts and the mathematicai models used in

kinematic positioning are outlined in this appendix. The basic concept of Global

Positioning System , GPS observables, and their associated mathematical models are
descnbed. The various errors affecthg GPS positioning and the remedies to reduce or
eliminate them are dso explained.

A. 1. Global Positioning System (GPS)

GPS is a satellite-based radio positioning system developed by the U.S.
Department of Defense @OD) for accurate positioning and navigation. Radio signals are
used from a constellation of earth-orbi-

satellites to determine the 3D position of a

receiver. The system consists of 21 satellites and three spare satellites orbiting
approximately 20,000 km above the earth's surface in six orbital planes, having a period
of 12 hom. GPS is an all-weather positioning system providing 24 hour world-wide
coverage with at least four satellites in view at any t h e (MiWcen et al., 1990 and Wells et

ai., 1986). The system has been fdly operationai since 1993.

GPS has three main components; the satellite system, the control system, and the
users. The conrrol system is operated by the U.S. Air Force for the Joint Program Office
(JPO) of the DOD. The system consists of five monitoring stations distributed around the

worid. The role of these stations is to monitor the health of the satellites. These tracking
stations receive signals from the satellites and transmit the collected &ta to the master

station where new ephemerides are computed and the navigation messages are prepared
for uploading to the sateiiites.

A. 1.1. User Segment

Users are the third component of GPS. Civilian users wish to determine their
positions using GPS s i p d s . There are majniy three observables which have been
implemented in most GPS receivers:
- Pseudorange

- Carrier beat phase
- The rate of phase change

Both position and velocity of a moving platforni can be calculated by measuring signais
from different GPS satellites (Weils et ai., 1986).

A. 2. GPS Signals

The GPS signals are transmitted autonomously f?om aIi GPS satellites on two
carrier frequencies; Li frequency at 1575.42 MHz and L2 frequency at 1227.60 MHz.
C/A code of 1.023 MHz is modulated on the Ll carrier and P code of 10.23 MHz is

modulated on botb L1 and L2 carniers. A satellite message containhg the satellites'
ephemeris is also modulated on both carriers. A summary of the signal components is
given in Table A. 1.

TabIe A. 1. GPS Signal Components (fkom Erickson, 1992)
.-

Carrier

Frequency

Wavelen-d

Modulation

Frequency

Chip length

L1

1575.42 M H z

19 cm

C/A code

1.Q23MHz

293 m

P code

10.23 MHz

29.3 m

Message

50 MHz

P code

10.23 MHz

Message

50 MHz

1227.60 MHz

24 cm

There are two types of receivers; Single Frequency (receiving only LI signal) and

Duai Frequency (receiving both L1 and L2 signais). Most U A code receivers correlate

the incorning signal from a sateUite with a replica of the code generated in the receiver.

The dual frequency receivers provide access to P code data through code correlation
resulting in a full L2 wavelength of 24 cm. Due to a high absohte accuracy available

using P codes, Selective Availability (SA) is tunied on to deteriorate the positionhg
accuracy.

The type of data that a receiver collects has a direct impact on both achievable
accuracy and its price. The U A code receivers are the least expensive receivers on the
market which detennine real time positions with horizontal accuracy of 100 m and

vertical accuracy of 156 m (Lachapelle, 1993). P code receivers provide accuracies at the
level of 25 m (horizontal) aad 30 m (vertical) in real time mode, Access to P codc is
limited to U.S. and NATO military users.

Receivers which compute their positions based on carrier phase observations are
more accurate because of the much finer resolution of the 19 cm and 24 cm carrier

wavelen,@s.

The most sophisticated and expensive receivers are dual frequency P code

receivers that provide accuracy ranging h m a part per million to a few part per billion.
Between theses two extreme cases, one can h d a wide range of receivers which meet the

users' accuracy requirements.

A. 3.GPS Observables

A pseudorange (code observation) is the difference between the transmission time

at the satellite and the reception time at the receiver (Erickson, 1992). Pseudorange
between the satellite and the receiver is obtained by scaling it ushg the speed of light.

The observation equation for a pseudorange is given as (Weils et al., 1986);

where

P

is the observed pseudorange,

P

is the unknown satellite-receiver range,

c

is the speed of light,

dt

is the satellite clock error,

dT

is the receiver dock enor,

dp

is the orbital error,

dio,

is the ionosptieric emr,

duop is the troposphenc enor,
EP

is the code measurement noise and multipath.

The code measurement noise, q,,is a function of the code receiver noise,
multipath,

E,,,

(Lachapelle, 1991).

and

The satellite-receiver range, p ,has the form oE

where

(XS,yS,ZS) are satellite coordinates computed using broadcast ephemeris,

(xr,Yr,zr)

are the unknown receiver coordinates.

For single point positioning, the number of unknowns are four

(x,,Yr,Zr,dT).

therefore, a minimum of four satellites are required to solve for a solution at a single
epoch.

The carrier phase observation is a measure of the misalignmene between an
incoming s i p a l and repiica of it generated by the receiver oscillator when a satellite is
locked on. If a continuous lock is assumed, this measurement is a sum of the initial phase

mi~ali~pnent
at epoch

to

and the nurnber of integer cycles fiom epoch

to to

the current

epoch t. The measured carrier phase c m be wrïtten as (Enchon, 1992):

Carrier phase measurements are converted fiom cycles to units of lengths by their

~avelen~gths.
An mbiguity term (the unknown number of integer cycles between the
satellite and receiver at starthg epoch to) should be added to carrier phase measmernent

in order to represent a satellite-teceiver range. The carrier phase observation equation is
written as (Lachapelle, 1993):

where
is the observed carrier phase,
is the unknown satellite-receiver range,
is the speed of light,
is the satellite clock error,
is the receiver clock error,
is the carrier wavelength,
is the unknown integer cycle ambigu@,
is the orbital error,
is the ionospheric enor,
is the tropospheric error,
is the carrier phase measurement noise and muitipath.

The differences between pseudorange and carrier phase observation equations are
the addition of ambi,auity tem, AN. for canier phase observations and the reversal of
signs for the ionosphenc correction term dion due to the phase advance, while code is
delayed.

Doppler frequency is the third fundamental GPS observation which is the first
derivative of the carrier phase with respect to time. The Doppler frequency is measured
on the pseudorange. The observation equation for GPS Doppler frequency can be written

as (Liu, 1993):

where ( ) denotes a time derivative. As seen in the above equation, this measurement is
not a function of the carrier phase ambiguity, therefore, it is free from cycle slips and can
be used to determine the receiver velocity.

A. 4. GPS Error Sources

The GPS errors consist of orbital errors, satellite and receiver clock errors,
tropospheric and ionospheric delays, receiver noise, and multipath. They are explained in
the foilowing sections.

A. 4.1 Orbital Error

Orbital enor initiates h m the uncertainties of the predicted ephemerides and
Selective Avdability (SA). An estimation of the broadcast ephemerides error is about 20

m. If post-mission ephemerides are used, then the precise orbits are accurate to 1 m. SA is
implemented by both satellite clock dithering and degrading satellite orbital information
to prevent unauthorized real-time use of full GPS position and velocity accuracy.

A. 4.2. Satellite and Receiver Clock Emrs

The satellite clock error is defhed as the difference between satellite clock time
and m e GPS tirne. The functional relationship between these two times is given as

(Wells et al., 1986):

At, =ao+ai(t-to)+a2(t-to)'

where
A t

is the difference ktween satellite clock and GPS tirne,

t

is the measurement transmission t h e ,

to

is the reference t h e ,

ao

is the satellite clock tirne offset,

ai

is the frequency offset,

a2

is the fiequency d a .

GPS satellites use atomic clocks which maintain a highiy accurare GPS tirne,
However, the accuracy is deterîorated by SA. Single differencing between two receivers
removes the sateiiïte clock error.

Receiver clock e m r is defined as the offset of the receiver clock time with respect
to GPS tirne. Geodetic receivers are generdy synchronized with GPS t h e before
observation sessions but this synchronization accuracy is at the millisecond Ievel. The
receiver clock may dso drift after syncbnization. The receiver clock error depends on
receiver hardware and c m be estimated as an unknown parameter or eliminated by
differencing from one receiver to two satellites.

A. 4.3. Tropospheric and Ionospheric Delays

The uoposphenc delay is caused by the refractions of a GPS signai in the lower
atrnosphere (the layer from the earth surface to approximately 60 km). The magnitude of
this delay is iduenced by a number of parameters such as the temperature, huniidity,
pressure, and the type of the terrain below the signal path. A number of studies have been
performed to create troposphcric models (Hopefield, 1969, Saastamoinen, 1973, Black,
1978). A thorougn andysis of these models c m be found in (Hofmann et al., 1992).

The ionospheric layer is rougbiy fiom 50 to 1ûûû km above the earth surf'açe. GPS
signais travebg through the ionosphere are afTected by both refraction and dispersion.

The refrachve p u p index of the ionosphere is p a t e r than 1, meaning that the group
velocity of radio waves is less than the speed of Light in vacuum. The refiactive phase
index of ionosphere is less than 1, therefore, the phase velocity of radio waves is greater
than the speed of light in vacuum. This causes an advance on the measured camer phase

and delay on the measured pseudorange. The ionosphenc delay is directIy determined by

the Total EIectron Content (TEC)dong the propagation path (Kiobuchar, 1983). The

ionospheric error may range from 5 m (at ni&&

the satefite at the zenith) to 150 m (at

midday and the satellite at low elevation)(Wells et al. 1986).

Ionospheric effect can be assessed by taking dual frequency measurements and
using the dispersive nature of the ionosphere. The techniques based on dud frequency
correction can remove most of the ionospheric error. However, during hi& solar activity
cycle and mid afrernoons this technique may not be adequate for certain applications
(WelI et al., 1986). Another way to reduce ionospheric effect is to use differencing
observations fiom one satellite between two stations due to the spatial correlation
between the stations. The third method is to apply the broadcast mode1 for reducing the
ionosphenc error (Klobuchar, 1983).

A. 4.4. Receiver Noise

Receiver measurement noise includes the thermal noise intercepted by the antenna
or generated by the inremal components of the receiver (Martin, 1980). It is affected by
signal to noise density, the tracking bandwidth, and code tracking mechanization
parameters. The noise levels for C/A code pseudorange is lm, for P code pseudorange is

10 cm and for carrier phase is 5 mm. The new narrow col
achieve 10 cm accuracy for U A code pseudorange.

A. 4.5 Multipath

Multipath is the phenomena where the reception O
and surfaces in the environment around the antema (Liu,

can reach up to one chip length of the PRN codes (e-g. 2'

for P code) while carrier phase multipath is less than 25%
( e g 5 cm

for Ll)(Georgiadou and Kleusberg, 1989). En

multipath error signatures are generally randomized due to

(Shi,1994).

A. 5. DEerential GPS

In order to achieve high accuracy for geodetic pos

carrier phase observations techniques are used to eiimina
sources.

A. 5.1 Single Differencing

The observation equations for pseudorange, caniel
contain bias terms such as satellite and receiver CIaunospheric effects. Many of these errors are spatially co
the receivers tracking simultancous satellites. Some errors
atmospheric, and satellite clock errors) and some errors
dock error). Single differencing (between satellites or t

differencing (between receivers and between satellites) of GPS observations c m be
applied to eliminate or effectively reduce the comrnon errors. The single " between
receiven" and " between satellites" differences are shown in Fi,oures A.1 and A.2.

GPS Sateiiite
GPS mit

Satellite-Receiver

F-i,

A. 1. Single Differencing Between Receivers

GPS Sateiiite

Satellite-Receiver

-,iF

A.2. Single Differencing Between Satellites

A. 5.2. Double Dierencing

This technique is based on taking difierence between receivers and between
satellites (Figure A.3).

Figure A.3. Double Differencing

Double difference observation equations are written as(Lachapelie, 1993):

where VA denotes the double difference operator between two stations and two

satellites.

The advantage of using this observable is that both the receiver and satellite clock
emrs have k e n canceïed out, whik the disadvantage is increased noise. This metfiod

also d o w s to optimally exploit the integer nahue of carrier phase ambiguity. Double

differeacing GPS positioning is considered as the k s t pmessing method (Cannon,
1987,1991, Remondi, 1984). This observable stU contains the double ciifference

ambiguity term which has to be resolved before die beginning of the kinematic mission

and then fured in kinematic surveys- In airborne kinematic positioning, cycle slips may
often occur in canïer phase observation due to aircrâft dynarnics (e.g. turning) and
multipath effects. Therefore. it is mandatory to resolve ambi,ouity on the fly for precise

GPS positioning.
A. 6. Algorithms for Eünematic GPS

There are mainly two aigocitfims king used in kinematic GPS; Kalman filtering

and Ieast squares (Schwarz et al., 1989, Cannon, 1987,1991, Georgiadou and Kleusberg,
1991). Under certain conditions, one algorithm is equivalent to the other one in terms of

computational aspects. It is important to know about the features of the a l g o r i t h and
their relationships in kinematic GPS.

Assuming the system model and measurement model have the form of:

for the update equations:

%,(+) = ~ k ( - ) + K k { l k - ~ k ~ k ( - ) )

Er- K t A t ) ~ f ( - )
K~ =cf(-)A: {A~c~(-)A:+c~~I-~

CE(+)=

and for the prediction equations:

kk(-1
cf(-1

= @k.k-1 k k - [ (+)
= @kk-IcZ-1 (+)@fk-1+ CL-1

where

is the state vector,

is the transition ma&,
is the identity matrix,
is the systern process noise vector,
is the design matrix,
is the measusement noise,
is the epodl number,
is the covariance matrix of W,
is the Kalman gain matrix,
is the covariance matrix of 1,
is the covariance matrix of X,

is a predicted quantity,
is an updated quantity,
is an estimated quantiq.

Different defiaitions of the transition ma&,

Q, , and

the covariance of the system

process noise, c W ,c m be used based on the choice of the state space mode1 for
kinemauc GPS (Schwarz et al., 1989). The covariance matrix of the system process noise,

cW,is given as (Shi, 1994):

where Q is the spectral density matrix. The state space model is affected by parameters
such as, the system dynamics, state vector, and the assumption on the process behavior of
the system (Gelb, 1974, Schwarz et al., 1989). The state space model plays an important
roIe in improving the interpolation accuracy when the data rate is low. Schwarz et al.
(1989) have s h o w that with a 3 seconds data rate, positionhg accuracy improves when

using a constant velocity model and velocity accuracy improves when using a constant
acceleration model.

The Kalman filter can be implemented with merent khematic GPS models and
different measurements (Shi, 1994). The process noise is also fully used in the filter by
considering the spectral density matrix, Q, which allows the system to adjust the
contribution to the estimates h m the observables at the measurement epoch versus a
contribution before the epoch.

The Kalman filter is usually employed in kinematic GPS applications where the
remote receiver is installed on a moving platform and the refecence receiver is set up on
the ground station.

A. 6.2. Least Squares Algorithm

The Ieast squares algorithm for kinematic GPS does not use dynamic information
(Georgiadou and Kleusberg, 1991). In this algonthm, no assumption is made on the
remote motion and no system process noise is considered. If a priori information about

unknown parameter is used the approach is cailed sequential least squares but if only

observables at the measurernent epoch are used, it is caiied the least squares approach.

If the measurernent mode1 is considered as:

then the equation for the estimated vector and its covariance matrix in the sequential least
squares approach are given as (Krakiwsky, 1990):

where

Ax

is the increment vector over two successive epochs,

cU

is the covariance matrix of

(4

is for an estimate based on data coliected before epoch k.

AX ,

The equations for least squares approach are M e n as:

In the least squares approach, the discrete position of the remote station is

computed by using observations at one ep~ch,without any need of the process noise

information or dynamic assumption. Therefore, the positionhg solutions in successive
epochs are independent. This approach c m be applied to the case when the reference
receiver is used either in static or in kinematic mode and a high data rate is used. Shi
(1994) found that with a 2 Hz or even 1 Hz data rate, the position of an aircraft (with the

speed of 80 m per second) fiom the Kalman filter algorithm (with a constant velocity
model) are identical ro those from the least squares approach. The Kahan filter
algorithm can be mathematicaily transformed to the least squares approaches. The
mathematical proofs can be found in (Shi,1994).

The advantage of using Kaiman filter is that it has a general form of the equations
which allows the impiementation of different kinematic GPS models and measurements.

In addition to this, because of its flexibility, it can meet the needs of a praciical
application in different dynamic environments.

APPENDIX B

Mathematical Models for Aeriai Trianguiation

B.l Case # 1

* Observed photo coordinates,
* Known object space coordinates, and
* Udcnown exterior orientation elements.
The observation equation is given as:

W F= AEOSEO

wp= (-F.,-F~)~

where
Wp

is the misclosure vector,

AE-J is the design matrix (exterior orientation parameters), and
t

6 EO

is the correction vector of exterior orientacion parameters,

The correction vector, SEO ,is determined using the least squares approach as:

where

Pp

is the weight matrix of image coordinates, and

is the covariance matrix of image coordinates
The covariance matrix of image coordinates for one image point is defined as:

Due to non-linearity of the model, an iterative solution method should be exercised until
the corrections to the unknown parameters becorne insignificant. The final extenor
orientation parameters can be computed as:

where XEo is the vector of extenor orientation in the nth iteration.

B.2 Case # 2

* Observed photo coordinates,
* Unknown object space coordinates, and
* Unknown exterior orientation elements.
The observation equation is written as:

where
AS

is the design ma& (object space coordinates), and

tjs

is the correction vector of object space coordinates,

The correction vector, 6,is given as:

B 3 Case # 3

* Observed photo coordinates,
* Observed object space coordinates,
* Unknown object space coordinates, and
* Unknown exterior orientation eiements.
The observation equations for observed object space coordinates are wntten as:

The correction vector, 6, is detined as:

where

Ps

is the weight matrix of object point coordinates, and

Ws

is the misclosure vector of object point coordinates.

B.4 Case # 4

* Observed photo coordinates,
* Observed object space coordinates,
* Unknown object space coordinates,
* Observed exterior orientation elemenfs, and
* Unknown exterior orientation elements.
The equations for the observed exterior orientation parameters cm be written as:

The observation equations in rnatrix form can be given as:
AEO AS
WEO

The correction vector is determined as:

where

PEO is the weight ma& of exterior orientation parameters, and
WEO is the misclosure vector of exterior orientation parameters.

B.5 Case # 5

* Observed photo coordinates,
* Observed object space coordinates,
* Unknown object space coordinates,
* Observed exterior orientation eIements,
* Unknown extenor orientation elements, and
* Obsewed geodetic measurements (e-g., distances).
Observation equation for slope distance is written as:

where

dij

,

(xi,Yi, zj)

is the observed distance between point i and point j,
a~ the unhown object coordinates of point j,

and

(xi,Yi,
Zi)

are the unkn0~11
object coordinates of point i.

The observation equations are. given as:
AEO AS

where
AG

is the design manix of geodetic observations between points i and j,

and WG is the misclosure vector of geodetic observation. The correction vector,
given as:

where PG is the weight ma& of geodetic observations.

6, is

APPENDIX C

GRAFNAV

GRAFNAV software, developed by Waypoint Consulhg hc., (1994), was

utilized to process the GPS data This software is a Window and menu based and aiiows
informatic switch fiom static to kinematic data processing. The Quick Static arnbi,&ty
resolution method c m be appiied to resolve the ambi,ouities for medium and short
baselines (e.g., c7 km) in 5 to 15 minutes, depending on avdability of L2 carrier phase
data, the leno& of baseiine, and satellite geometry. A fixed static solution can be used for
medium lena& baseiines (7-15 km). A float static solution is available for long and/or
noisy baseiines. "On The Fly" ambiguity resolution allows the user to start up in
kinematic mode andlor fix otherwise unrecoverable cycle siips. The software accepts data
in .GPB format which is a binary GPS format. Utilities are available to convert fiom other

formats to this format, enabhg the software to process data coiiected with a multitude of
receivers.

Differential processing determines a three dimensional baseiïne between two
stations. There are three types of static soiutions supported by GRAFNAV;float solution,
fixed solution, and quick static solution. Kinernatic processing is usually started with a
static survey or from a known point. AU GPS computations are carried out in differential
mode (double difference) meaning that the pseudorange, canier phase, and doppler values

are subtracted twice. The first subtraction removes the range/phase/doppler value of the

baseline, while the second subtraction removes these values from the master station.

C .1. Overview of Various Processing Modes in GRAFNAV

Static processing is the default mode, however the program c m switch
automatically from static to kinematic by inspecting a flag in the binary data

C . l . 1. Float Static Solution

Positions and velocities (X, Y, Z, Vx, Vy, Vz) and ambiguities (number of
satellites - 1) are computed in this mode. During static processing mode, the pmgram
goes into a "learning" mode, and positions and ambiguities are solved simultaneously.

Any deviation of the position over time is an indication of the accuracy. The ambiguities
are not fmed to integer values. For a good data set with long observation time (e.g., >30

minutes), the ambiguities wili converge to integer values which is an indication of
stability in the data. Carrier phase RMS is also an indication of a ckan data set when it is
less than 0.05 m. Accuracy of 5 ppm (parts per millions) can be expected using this
solution for baselines with 45 minutes of observation tirne.

C .1.2. Fixed Static Solution

In the fmt step, the optimal observation time span is found by scanning the staac
data section, and selecting the longest interval without any cycle slips or loss of satellites
on the selected satellites. The next step is to determine a fairly good approxhate position
of the remote station with one p a s of the float solution. The float solution is assumed to

be accurate enough for subsequent processing (%?O cm). An ambiguity search technique
is initiated next kI.5 cycles around the float solution, assurning that the ambi,pities must
be integer values. These intersections are then tested on the data by applying a sequential
technique. The result is an averaged solution using the fUted arnbi,@es

and an RMS

value which shows how weil this intersection fits the data. It is recommended that this
solution be used for baselines smaiier than 15 km or for time spans more than 15 minutes.

The fixed solution uses a phase trend cycle slip method to detect and correct cycle
slips. This method fits a polynomial through a few epochs of phase rneasurements to

detect slips. The accuracy of k e d static solution is approximately 2 ppm provided that at
least 30 minutes of data are coliected.

C . 1.3. Quick Static Solution

This method commences with a float solution, which performs a single pass to

determine an initial starting position, about which the search cube is centred. In the

second pass, the quick static takes over, and determînes a search cube at the begimkg
and the end of the tirne span. The method uses a cosine function test. Acceptable
intersections are tested at the second epoch at the end of the quick static period. An RMS
is computed and used to sort the intersections and extract optimal values. A third pass is
carried out to finaiiy fïnd the best solution. The size of the search cube depends on the
accuracy of the solution fiom the first pass, therefore, narrow correlator receivers or Pcode receivers offer more accurate solution after 10 minutes than C/A code receivers.
This method requires a minimum of 5 minutes of observation tirne. It is advised that
quick static techniques be used on baselines shorter than 7 km.

The third pass tests ambi,@y values using the positions of the best intersections.
This method is independent of cycle siips, because of using position other than
ambiguities. During this pass, the ambiguities shouid be stable if they are correct. The
accuracy of this method is about 5 ppm of the baseline lena@..

C .2. GPS Kinematic Processing using GRAFNAV

The processing techniques are the same as the float static solution. The o d y
clifference is that the program is not in a "learning" mode. Position (X, Y, Z),velocity
(Vx, Vy, Vz) and arnbiguities (N-1)are computed. When a cycle slip is detected, the

ambiguities become unknown and their variances are increased. In this case, the
ambiguity of the relevant satellite becomes unstable, and may cycle around for a few

epochs The ambiguity unknowns may ais0 be adjusted to compensate for multipath or
ionosphere. The foliowing techniques c m be used to start the kinernatic GPS survey:
a - starting from a h o w n control point,

b - initializing with static or quick static solution,

c - "On The Fly" kinematic ambiguity resolution which requires 5 or more
satellites.

C -2.1. On The Fly Ambiguity Resdution

"On The Fly" (OTF) kinematic ambiguity resolution searches the ambi,~ties and
evaluates relative quality of each intersection (RMS).This technique can be used in
kinematic mode because it examines ambiguities instead of positions. OTF uses many
minutes of kinematic and static data foLIowing a serious loss of lock. OTF is only applied

if the program is started in kinematic mode or a senous loss of lock occurs (i.e., the
receiver is tracking less than four satellites).

OTF searches the data foilowing the loss of lock. A suitable tirne span is chosen in
such a way that it maximizes the number of satellites, maximizes the lena@ of the time

span, and minimizes the tirne between the loss of lock and the start of the OTF* The

search cube is defined based on whether the receiver has precise pseudorange available.
An instantaneous U A code position may not fall within this cube size. Due to the fact

that OTF uses many seconds of data foiiowing the Ioss of lock, a more precise position is
denved. It is very beneficiai to OTF if L2 phase measurements are aLso available.

Unreliable results may be obtained if the RMS value is more than 0.05 cycles and
the reliability value is less tfian 1.5. This c m happen due to the following:

* poor initial approximate,
* the long distance between master and remote staaons,

* unavailabiity of L2 carrier phase data,
* Large ionosphenc or multipath error, and

* poor geometry or not enough satellites.
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